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Former C.LA. Agent
Recalls Captivity in China

by Kathleen Caruso
"I developed a strong affection
and admiration for the Chinese
people. They're a hard-working,
dedicated people . . . warm, admirable, delightful . . .," said John
Downey, Democratic Senatorial
candidate from Connecticut,
These words of praise, spoken at
the Fourteenth Annual Martin W.
C lenient lecture sponsored by the
Epsilon Chapter of Delta Psi
Fraternity, seem appropriate in a
lecture entitled "Twenty Years in
j? China." It is only when one learns
that the source of such apparent
admiration of the Chinese people is
a former CIA agent who
was imprisoned in China for 20
years that these words seem a bit
surprising.
"Prison life is an interesting
subject," said Downey Thursday
Senatorial Candidate John Downey presents Clement Lecture recounting
night in the Boyer Auditorium of
his >ears as a POW.

Campus Concern Surfaces Over
Draft and Nuclear War
Campus concern about
international military situation surfaced last week in a cave discussion
on the threat posed by nuclear war
to future generations and a slide
show on conscientious 'objection to
a draft.
The discussion cfi^c^ming our
nation's obligation to future generations, sponsored by the Coalition
for Nuclear Arms Control, attracted about 20 people to the cave on
March 11. Professor of Philosophy
Richard T. Lee served as moderator, opening up the discussion with
a few comments on the "new"
question' ofwhetfUHyftgje ''should
be a posterity." Before the nuclear
bomb's construction in 1945, explained Lee, there was never any
question about the future. "We
couldn't avoid having other generations," he said. Now, however,

because man has the power to end
rid, we have to find reasons
why there should be a future, he
said.
Two suggested sources for justifying posterity were belief in God
and the vjew that anything which
contradicts the regenerative cycles
of nature was innately unnatural.
Junior" Daniel M. Taitz, however,
argued that, because man is part of
nature, a decision to end the world
with mass nuclear war would also
be "natural."
The discussion continued with
the topic of how the world can
choose to deal with the threat of
nuclear war in the future. One considered-..option called for the
nuclear-armed nations to' continue
their efforts to lay down effective
policy for living with the bomb. The
group agreed that the very presence
of the bomb had fundamental psy-

SGA Endorses Marriott
by Jonathan G. Wicks
The SGA met in Mather Dining
Hall last Tuesday at 9:30. It was
decided t h e ' 'week before that
meetings will be held in Mather
every week. After greetings and
approval of the minutes, the first
order of business was the selection
of a food service. The SGA did not
agree with the conclusion of the
editorial endorsing SAGA in the
March 9 Tripod. The Food Service
. Evaluation. Committee in its
«sear,ch •.found Marriott to be
superior, .especially with respect to
management. Also, Marriott seems
eager tqmake Trinity a model for
their program/A motion was made
that the SGA, based on informajtifc^n,; gained by the FSEC,
endors'e'Marriott in the choice for
a College food service. It passed
19-0-8, with members of the FSEC
abstaining. A decision is expected
sometime this week.
Due to an increase in crime on
campus, the SGA is interested in
instituting student footpatrols on

Summit and Vernon St. or possibly
a shuttle van that would "circle
campus continuously, freeing
security patrols from escorting.
Student Director of Security Mike
Schweighoffer is in favor of the
patrols but there is built-in opposition within the administration,
which is based on concern for
student safety.
The topic of Mather renovation
was also discussed. A meeting was
held yesterday with several SGA
members, Vice-Pres. Smith, and
Reed Crandall to determine the
extent of the renovation.
In other business, Todd Knutson
and Chandlee Johnson were
elected to the Sexual Harassment
Grievance Committee. The SGA is
considering giving an award to the
organization on campus it feels has
done the most for the Trinity
Community. The award will be
given on Honors Day in the spring.
Adjournment was at 10:55.
Tonight's meeting will be at 9:30 in
Mather Dining Hall.

chological effects on society. Freshman Douglas P. Gass suggested
that the emphasis on short-term
consumption and planning came
from the constant threat of nuclear
war.
The group next brought up an
alternative to living with the bpmb
— the conscious admission' by
society that it can't handle the
choices raised by the bomb. Therefore, i society should remove the
choices by removing .the bomb.
Many people at the Cave discussion
found it unlikely that nations could
turn back their own technological
progress.
The slide show on conscientious
objection was sponsored by Smith
R.A. Nancy Chira and Chaplain
Alan C. Tull on March 9. The
show, entitled "Are You a Conscientious Objector?," covered questions, every potential draftcandidate should ask himself about
war and outlined past government
procedure.
Historically, two types of objection have been recognized by draft
boards: Class 10, which . entails
alternate public service such as
working as a hospital orderly or a
social worker, and class 1A0, which
calls for military training, but excludes weapons instruction arid
combat duty.
In the past, Chaplain Tull said, it
was difficult to advise potential objectors because there is no draft law
right now. Selective Service procedures for emergency mobilization
give objectors 10 days to file appeals, but Chaplain 'Tull emphasized the need for potential objectors to begin building their cases
now. "Go buy a notebook," he
said, "and begin documenting your
claim to show you are acting in conscience and not because you got
cold feet the night before."
Originally, according to the slide
show, conscientious objectors came
from pacifist religious organizations like the Quakers or the Amish.
continued on page 4

the Life Science Center, as he
proceeded to share memories,
opinions, and anecdotes with his
audience during the next 90
minutes. Downey, a 1976 graduate
of Harvard Law School, a
Wallingford native, and formersecretary for Business Regulation
under the late Fovernor Ella
Grasso, did not claim to be a
scholar nor did he promise the
audience a dissertation on the
history, politics, and civilization of
China. Rather, he promised only to
speak of his "not entirely pleasant
and unusual experience" in China
during the rise of communism
under Mao Tse-Tung. "I think I
was able to acquire some feeling
for the people and the land," he
said. "Even in prison, I came to
understand and know the Chinese
people."
During his undergraduate days at
Yale University, Downey recalled,
he and his friends were "vaguely
aware of a Chinese revolution" and
eagerly discussing post-graduate
options that included a two-year
tour of China. In 1951, Downey
was'sent to China as a CIA agent,
with-neither language skills nor a
knowledge of the country - only the
knowledge that the U.S. government wouldn't assist him were he to
encounter any ! difficulties. ' 'Eat,
dumb, and happy, I went off to
China," he joked.
The following year he became
involved in a rescue mission to save
a dissident general from the
Northeastern Chinese forces. "I
was 22, a white pristine page; it
sounded like a great idea to me,"
said D o w n e y / H o w e v e r , on
November 29, 1952, the rescue
mission ended in disaster, as the
plane was shot down over Man-

churia, killing the pilot and copilot. He and another agent were
imprisoned by the Chinese forces as
"master-spies and arch-criminals"
and "agents of an imperialistic, exploitative government and nation."
government and nation."
Downey separated his 20 years of
captivity into two distinct periods.
The first two years, he said, were
spent in solitary confinement as he
awaited trial. Much of;the time, he
was in chains, food was poor, and a
bath was a rare occurrence. The
last 18 years, however, Downey
characterized as being a time
during which he was afforded the
opportunity "to compare ideas with
reality, words with deeds, and to
form impressions and opinions of
the Chinese society under the
dictator of the proletariat." Sentenced to life in prison, tightly
secured
behind
bars
and
segregated from the general prison
population, he was nonetheless a
part of a living, working and social
unit, "a microcosm of society at
large", said Downery. From his
"ringside seat" in prison, he was
able
to
view _, "enormous,
cataclysmic changes in the struggle
to build a new China, to build a
new world."
During much of his 20 years
behind bars, Downey recalled, he
was subjected to the "reform and
molding ideology of Chinese
prisons, designed to convince its
prisoners of the accomplishments
of the regime." "Not a day went
by," said Downey, "that I wasn't
bombarded with arguments that I '
was indeed a bad person, an enemy
of both America and China propaganda designed to make us
aware of our sins."
continued on page 3
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Professor Discusses Political
Psychology of Black Power

Richard Da vies, former U.S. ambassador to Poland.

Davies Cites U.S.
Failure to Support
Solidarity Movement
by Francie Norris
According to Richard T. Davies,
former U.S. ambassador to Poland,
both the Carter and Reagan administrations failed to fulfill campaign
promises to support Poland's solidarity movement. At a March 10
lecture in the Washington room at
Trinity, Davies sighted how the
solidarity members were truly alone
in their first fight for freedom since
the U.S.*supported the,Polish government instead of the solidarity
forces.
Davies referred to ex-President
Carter's re-election campaign
promise last year to Polish Americans, to award U.S. government
credits worth $670 million that
. would have guaranteed loans from
, VS.
commercial banks .to the
Polish government. Carter did
award this sum to Poland, yet the
benefits were obtained by the Polish
government, not the solidarity forces. "We were lending money to the
same group of people who had
wrecked the Polish economy and
against whom the Polish people had
risen," said Davies, who retired in
1980 after 33 years in diplomatic
service.
Davies faulted the Reagan administration in reference to three
major policy flaws concerning the
solidarity issue, First, when Marshall
Law was imposed on Poland in Dec.
1981, President Reagan failed to
re-impose Carter's 1980 grain embargo on.the Soviets. According to
Davies, this policy sadly showed
that Reagan's concern for maintaining U.S. economic prosperity
was greater than stabilizing the
political and economic situation in

Poland. Second, Reagan failed to
utilize Poland's $400 million debt to
the U.S. by allowing a deferred
payment until April 1985. Thus,
said Davies, Poland feels no
pressure to establish a stable economic policy. Last, Davies faulted
the Reagan administration for failing to pressure the U.S. government's western allies to suspend
negotiations for construction of a
major natural gas pipeline from the
Soviet Union to Western Europe.
In general, Davies asserted that
the U.S. has faiied to help Poland's
solidarity members because our
leadership is not determined enough
to take a stand against the Communists. Despite Reagan's Dec. 23rd
statement confirming that the UlS;
would not continue business rete*'
tions with Poland if Maffchall'law
persisted, the1 U.S. failed to im*1
pose any severely restrictive sanctions on Poland even though Marshall Law still exists. "Business" is
being conducted as usual, noted
Davies.
The situation in Poland, Davies
confirmed, is getting worse. No
talks are going on* between communists and officers of solidarity.
Davies speculated that the solidarity officers would have a better
chance at being tried than at being
consulted by the Polish Government.
Yet despite the apparent lack of
assistance from the Carter arid
Reagan administrations, Davies
conveyed the sense of unyielding
determination that the solidarity
members have toward the goal of
freedom ,— a determination of
which, Davies said, the United
States has lost sight.

by Steve Klots
The Department of Political Science and the Program in Intercultural Studies sponsored a public
lecture by Dr. Harold Sandstrom,
Associate Professor at the University
of Hartford on Monday afternoon.
The lecture was entitled "The
Political Psychology of Black
Power: The Cross-Cultural Comparison".
Dr. Leslie Desmangles introduced Dr. Sandsrtom, who
began the lecture by saying that
there has been a whole resurgence
of the Black Activists movement
recently. Sandstrom noted that his
interest in the subject is unusual,
especially for a native of Sweden.
However, it happens to be a topic
that has come to fascinate him. He
then pointed Out that it has been
argued that wars begin in the mind,
thus making them a problem of perception. The question is "how the
individual views himself, how he
views his friends, and how he sees
his enemies," Sandstrom explained.
He continued by: describing the
"Scars of Bondage Thesis," which
was originally formed by, among
others, psychologist Gordon Alltort. This theory holds that racism,
colonialism, and/or slavery caused
permanent and mental damage to
an oppressed group, he explained.
Thus, a culture of this type would

have to overcome a psychological
hurdle in order to achieve liberation. If this theory is valid, said
Sandstrom, then "black activists
have to mend their egos first and
then send men out to do battle."
Sandstrom next asked: "Is the
Black Power movement, to the extent that it is still functioning, misguided by tacitly assuming it still
needs to heal the consciousness?"
He cited the work of Hoyt Alverson, who showed that the scars of
bondage do not necessarily exist.
Using this background as a basis
for his cross-cultural analysis,
Sandstrom began to compare the
movements in the United States, the
Caribbean (specifically Jamaica),
and South Africa. He noted that it
was important to remember that in
the first instance it was a minority
movement, as Blacks comprised
only 11% of the population, while
in Jamaica and South Africa they
are a vast majority.
According to Sandstrom, this
created some inherent differences
between the movements. Thus, the
movement in the U.S. was primarily
concerned with obtaining a "fair
share" for Black people, with a
parallel concern for international
racial unity. The Black Power
movement of the 1960's differed
greatly, he continued. "On the face
of it, it would seem that there were
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Blacks in power already. But you
have what are called 'Oreo Cookies'
in this nation and 'Roast Breadfruit' in Jamaica: political leaders,
who although they are Black, seem
I to have the interest of the whites in
mind first." Sandstrom explained
that the Black Power movement in
Jamaica was accordingly ^expressed
as a class movement, a movement
striving to end capitalist domination. "Thus it was an externallyoriented movement, while the
American movement ,was primarily
domestic," said Sandstrom. He
concluded his analysis Of the Jamaican situation by noting that the
movement became an.expression of
the Third World revolution against
foreign intervention and imperialism .
Turning to South Africa, Sandstrom said that originally the Black
Consciousness Movement (BCM),
led by the late Steve Biko, was the
organizer in that country. "The
Soweto uprising in 1976 was a direct
result of the BCN of Steve Biko,"
he said.
Sandstrom noted that it is important to examine South Africa in the
context of repression. To be Black,
he said, one is directed by organized
apartheid, which is internally condemned as official discrimination
on the part of the South African
government. "Blacks are told that
they have to live in designated areas
according to their tribe. They are
only allowed to live in white areas if
they are employed there. They can
be stopped and arrested, if they are
out of their area, at any time.
He also mentioned the lack of any
accurate official source of information, Jor^B^apks, Sani&tro^
that one would expect students jn,
South, A.frjca to be ignorant of
Black activist affairs in, for example, Zimbabwe. However, he added, the 'underground' had kept
them informed of all the events
taking place, •
Sandstrom concluded his lecture
by relating the "Scars of Bondage
Thesis" to these three .situations.
"If it (the theory) does not hold,
then a whole bunch of people are
spending misguided energy, when
they could be directing it at the
enemy of racist institutions." He
continued, "In the field of psychology today, the Idea that an attitude
change precedes a behavioral
change is being challenged." This
causes him to wonder, he said: in
conclusion "Is it possible that getting involved in direct action, rather
than first elevating the consciousness, might be a better means of
achieving results?"

Slide Show Presents ' 'A Feminist View of Women in China''
by Julie Masters
Last summer, twenty-three
women representing various
feminist-oriented organizations
from the United States visited the
People's Republic of China. For
three weeks they and their hosts,-the
All China Women's Organization,
toured the country exchanging ideas
on issues pertaining to women.
Not many of us had the chance to
visit China last summer but members of the Trinity Community had
the chance to attend the slide show,
"A Feminist View of Women in
China," presented by Leslie Brett
on Monday, March 8. Brett, who
jumped at this opportunity to visit
China, was the Coordinator of the
Women's Center prior to Pat
Miller. Once the delegation reached
China, Brett began, its members
were treated as officials. The 23
women, explained Brett, were accommodated in the best hotels and
were guests of honor at huge banquets in each city they visited. Brett
concedes that although this treatment wasn't resisted, to a certain

extent, it led to a feeling of isolation
from the majority of the Chinese
people.
The delegation visited many of
the major cities on the eastern seaboard, Brett revealed, regrettinR
that she was not able to see more of
the vast interior of the country.
The first group of slides depicted
some random street scenes taken
from all the cities the women visited. It was.interesting to note, Brett
said, that all the streets were jammed with bicycles; But she quickly
added that; she hadn't seen many
Chinese wHo were unfit to pedal a
bicycle. In the background of these
traditional Scenes often stood billboards advertising some unneeded
Western product. The Chinese,
Brett explained, are slowly trying to
import some Western know-how.
So far, she continued, they have
been successful in introducing
methods of modernization without
the common side effect .— crime.
All the policemen in the cities were
unarmed, she pointed out, and
people generally felt free from the

threat of crime.
self-sufficient, consisting of garUrban housing can be described dens, factories, schools and hospias crowded at best, said Brett. Dur- tals to meet all the needs of its coming the summer months people use mune members. When the Amerthe streets for their spcial gather- ican delegation visited the schools,
ings. Brett observed that these ac- Brett noticed that the schooltivities were always segregated by children were extremely wellsex. Public display of affection disciplined in comparison to their
between the sexes was rare, she con- American counterparts.
tinued, although members of the
The factories that the delegation
same sex often held hands.
toured were producing goods at a
The next group of slides were Jevel comparable to the United
scenes of rural life which consisted States in the 195O's, Brett revealed.
mostly of communes. Each com- However, the Chinese realize this
mune the delegation visited was deficiencv and have made some ef-

forts to update their factories, she
said. Under their New Economic
Policy they have introduced four
modernization goals: (1) military,
(2) industry, (3) science and technology and (4) agriculture.
At the end of her presentation,
Brett left the audience wondering
how much modernization "underdeveloped" China can take and
how much it really wants. She concluded with the question: Why
should such a vast and different
country measurers modernization
according to any Western country?
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Channels Links Social
Science Research and Law
by Joanne Matzen
On March 10, Professor of
Sociology Noreea L. Channels
spoke on "Social Science and Legal
Modes of Analysis", as part of the
Faculty Lecture Series sponsored
by the World Affairs Association.
Specifically addresssing the use of
social science reserarch methods in
legal proceedings, Channels
discussed when these methods
should be used as well as the
common barriers to their use.
Channels began Wednesday's
lecture by reviewing the history of
the use of social "science methods,
which can be traced back to 1954.
The Supreme Court decision in
Brown vs. Topeka Board of
Education case included a footnote
citing a study which statistically
supported the assumption that
school segregation led to inferiority
among black children. Although it
was a "rather puny use of social
science research," Channels said it
marked the beginning of trend of
development within legal spheres.
Since then, research data has been
utilized in a number of cases including those regarding discriminations and trademark violations.
Use of social science research
methods in legal analysis has
proceeded rather slowly, according
to Channels, because of misuses of
survey datat and problems in
combining the two fields. The first
of these problems, she claimed, is
dealing with the reliability of information. "Better information (on
a survey) is obtained if confidentiality and anonymity are
ensured." However, the law, she
said, arrives at the truth by crbssr
examining
publicly ' made
statements. Anything declared' out;'
of court that cannot be .directly^
confronted 'may be cBji'sidWe;^;
hearsay, she continued.
The use of surveys in the courts
is inhibited, according to Channels,

because courts are very erratic in
admitting survey data, the data is
often misunderstood, and the
lawyer encounters risks and uncertainty in expending energy in
conducting the survey.
Errors are also common in
survey analysis, said Channels.
Errors distorting reality can result
from incorrect identification of the
population to be interviewed,
confusion about the appropriate
respondent, incorrect sampling
designs or failure to adhere to
correct ones, and biased questions.
Application of survey data which
refer to individuals in aggregate,
she said, is misinterpreted and used
in individual cases. "Social science
is never concerned with individual
cases but looks at aggregate data,"
Channels noted. In legal spheres,
however, data must apply to the
individual.
Nevertheless, Channels said,
"The single most important barrier
to the use of social science
research in law is the ignorance of .
the lawyer." The lawyer, she said,
claims that time pressure is too
great, costs are too high, or that
such surveys have been unsuccessful in the past. Furthermore, the lawyer feels that j'the
intellectually free-wheeling social
scientist" is "incompatible with the
adversary, calculating lawyer,"
Channels said..
Channels then pondered if and
when a change could be expected
in the "technology of lawyering."
"Never," she responded, "unless
they (lawyers) can help it. There
won't be change as long as there's
a choice. There is no incentive for
any case .to go first if they can stay
with routine and still win the case,." •
^Channels offered a second
hypothesis to supplement this view.
"When goals are no longer
reachable with routine", that is^
when the nature of the law changes
and begins to deal with social

policy issues, she predicted,
precedents will be broken and
empirical and aggregate data will
be required.
Perhaps, suggested Channels,
other organizations will adopt
social science reserarch methods
"when risks are low of dealing with
non-routine technology" or "when
the risk is worth it."
In ten years time, the use and
sophistication of social science
methods has increased greatly, said
Channels. However, the lawyer
fears wasting time on a survey
when results are subjected to
unpredictable hearsay rules.

K

Students donned western duds Saturday for foot-stomping tun.

Pitcaim Focuses on Facial Expressions

by Grace De Majewski
tion, into a multiple portrait, the
face was difficult to identify.
On Wednesday, March 10th at
In recognizing emotions, Pitcairn
4:00, Dr. Thomas Pitcarn discussed
made the following observations:
"Perceptions and the Human
People can identify positive emoFace." Pitcarn, a visiting professor
tions easier than negative ones. He
from the University of Edinburgh,
proved this" by increasing the diswas previously a zoologist at the
tance between faces and viewers*
University of Birmingham and. has
studied in Germany.
..,,.,'.•
• Pitcairn began his lecture by
showing two slides of the same boy
by Paniporn Phiansunthon
with different emotional expressions. The varied emotional afOn Saturday, March 6, the Asian
fect was such that the audience did Students International Association
not realize that the photographs (ASIA) sponsored a cultural trip to
were of the same person. Pitcairn Chinatown and the Metropolitan
proceeded to explain the relation- Museum in New York.
ship between emotional affect and
At 8 a.m., 44 people boarded the
identity.
bus for; a 3-hour trip to New York.
He explained that all the compo- Arriving right before lunchtime, the
nents of facial expressions are hungry group stopped . into Hee
equivalent. For example, the eye- SeungFung, a Dim Sum restaurant*
brows of an angry man are at a V- The food was brought in by the
angle, A downward curve of the trayloads in small dishes, to be indimouth indicates despair. Electrodes vidually selected, and the bill was
can also be placed on the face to later calculated by the number of
reproduce muscle; contractions in- serving plates at the table (no
. dicative of .certain emotions: If the menu).
'emotional state can- be labeled,
AftertSihinch, Dave Clark con.people-"can-be recognized: Oft the • ducted 3 short guided tour of
other hand, when Pitcairn com- Chinatown, pointing out historical
bined separable parts of a face, 'landmarks, including the oldest
each representing a unique emo- stores and the Chinese temple.

changing the aspects of faces, and
showing different parts of faces. He
also noted that children begin to
label emotions at the age often, and
that people can recognize characteristic emotional features in people of
their own culture more easily than
in other people.

A.S.I.A. Visits New York
Breaking up into smaller groups,
members from the Trinity community then explored the area on
their own, sampling the cultural
aspects that interested them the
most, that is, the food, the temple,
and souvenirs.
'
'
•
At 1:30 p.m., the group reconvened and was'transplanted to the
Metropolitan Museum. There, the
museum tour guide led them
through the Asian Art sections. The
serene Chinese garden provided a
nice change of atmosphere from the
bustling streets of New York City.
Carefully stroked brush paintings,
elaborately embroidered costumes,
and finely handcrafted jade and
porcfelain were analyzed for their
symbolism and aesthetic values.
Such recurring themes as the
continued on page 5

Downey Recounts Twenty Year Imprisonment in China
continued from page 1
"There was a constant attempt to
reform my thinking," Downey
continued. Although he was
trained to see the "truth of
Chairman Mao's teachings," this
conditioning "never took violent
extremes," he said. He was spared
from having to join a "thought
reform study group" simply
because he did not know Chinese,
but admitted that the thought of

belonging to such a group he left th*e prison for a "three-day
jaunt arount Peking" This was the
squelched any desires he may have
had to learn the language. first of many trips which
However, much of the reading culminated in a five-week journey
material, available to him was around the Country that included
Shanghai and Peking. These trips,
"designed to show the superiority
of the Chinese system, the only which Downey at first hoped would
true democracy", as well as to be "one-way to the Southern
, convice him that the Chinese border," turned out to be merely
people have far greater Hopes for another facet of the Chinese
, develpment under the dictatorship preform; policy. He recalled seeing
"alf of the tourist attractions" of the proletariat.
In 1957, Downey remembered, schools, factories, historical sites,
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focusing on current policy issues.
•Washington Faculty headed by the chairman
of the Congressional Intern Advisory Council.
•Discuuioo Groups to share information and
opinions with fellow student participants from
around the country.
Filing deadline for Semester I: April 9.
For applications and information:

BOSTON
Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts—-Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
617/353-2408

An Equal Opportunity Institution

theater,
sports
and
other was a general respect for our
"bourgeois activities."
nation; said Downey. "Even at the
Behind bars, Downey remained height of U.S.-Chinese hostilities,
mentally and physically fit by themid-1950's through the I97ffs,I
tightly structuring his days and always sensed a reservoir of good
exercising in the courtyard. He1 will in the Chinese toward the U.S.,
became a "madman on chin-ups," a said Downey.
jump rope expert, and an authority
Downey displayed no sign of
on Western classical novels -bitterness toward the Chinese.
(English, French and Russian While joking that China would bs
classics). He was able to receive twelfth or thirteenth on his list of
mail from home, he had sub- places to visit, Downey had much
scriptions to several magazines, praise for the dignity and pride of
and his family was allowed to visit
the Chinese people throughout
him fpur times during his captivity. their "history of strug#e." 'The
Every five or six weeks, he Chinese managed to bring
recalled, he was able to watch
themselves into the 20th Century ia
Chinese television, which he
only a few decades," he said, noting
termed "one- window into any
advances in food, housing and
society." • ' . . . '
health care. The dictatorship of the
But he learned many of the
proletariat, he said, was largely
Chinese ideas, attitudes and responsible for "accomplishing an
customs by debating and con- enormous task."
versing with the cadres and
Yet despite noting such social
political commissaires or officials. and educational development,
There were very few differences Downey was. quick to add that "the
between the living conditions of
Chinese society is not a model
the prisoners and the prison
for the future." The dictatorship
guards, lie noted, the main dif- of the proletariat, he said, conference being that the doors to the stantly
swinging
between
guards' cells were unlocked. The liberalization • and increased
success or failure of the harvests militancy, yet to grapple the
often determined the diets and
problem of dissent. This, said
conversation between the prisoners Downey, is the greatest and most
and the guards.
fatal flaw of the Chinese society
and any totalitarian society. "It is a
Downey also came to see how
desultory and pathetic culture and
the Americans looked through the
life," he said, "when people are
eyes of the Chinese, "The
inhibited and afraid to speak up.
Chinese," Downey said, "formed
They live in fear of seizure of their
their impression of American
property, harm to their families,
society through the world of
disgrace and death if they get on
Charles Dickens." Thus, he termed
the wrong side of the government,
it "a naive, distorted view of
he said. He called China "a nation
Americans." Yet although the U.S.
to be pitied", for truth comes only
was termed a "hated enemy" for its
from argument and debate, m
cultural imperialism, craftiness,
which China is greatly lacking.
sophistication and subtlety," there
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Students Protest Aid Cuts In Washington, D.C.
byTedHartsoe
Editor's Note:
This week, the Tripod continues
to highlight the' recent trip of 48
Trinity students to the nation's
capital to protest cuts in student
financial aid.
Leaving Trinity at midnight, the
bus arrived in Washington at dawn
to prepare for the day's activities.
At 9:30 a.m., Representative Paul
Peyser (D-NY) held a press conference in one of the congressional office buildings to begin the day.
Because of the large turnout, the
entire building was forced to close
its doors to students an hour before
the congressman spoke. Briefing
sessions were held the remainder of
the morning to further inform the
students of President Reagan's proposals. Following the sessions and
continuing for the remainder of the
day, students visited the offices of
their representatives and senators to
find out their position and express
the concerns which brought them to
the Capitol. At 4:30 p.m., the students gathered on- the steps of the
Capitol for a rally. Speaker after
speaker, congressman after congressman lashed out at the President and lauded the students for
their efforts. Speaker of the House
Tip O'Neill gave his support to
restoring the cuts, as did numerous
others, and the crowd shouted and
chanted its approval.
These activities did not go unnoticed, The lobbying effort helped to
inform students of the magnitude
of the cuts and their effects. According to Jim Malcolm, who led
Trinity's delegation for COPUS,
more students became interested after the trip — both those who, went •
and those who merely heard about
it — and want to act to influence
Congress's decision on financial
aid. Malcolm said the trip gave students "the feeling that we accomplished something positive. It provoked some awareness of the
budget process, and that if we have
any qualms about it, we can
organize and go to Washington and
let them know." Most of those wno
went had not participated in a lobby
or protest effort before.
The Student Action Day clearly
promoted opposition to the Reagan
administration proposals, and the
turnout emphasized the great concern students have about financial
aid. Last year's cuts produced little
reaction, while people are feeling
these, according to Dan Cave, President of the Connecticut Independent Student Coalition (CISC)
which coordinates the state's
COPUS chapters. When the PresL- ;
dent proposed cuts last year, four
Trinity students were among the 15
students from Connecticut who lobbied in Wasington with 1200 others
from schools around the nation.
This year, almost 50 from Trinity
and almost 1000 from Connecticut
attended the National Student Action Day, with well over 5000 from
acrdss the country. Besides Trinity,
Wesleyan University, the University,
of Hartford, Manchester Community College, Eastern Connecticut

Implications of
WarDiscussed
continued from page 1
The law has been expanded so that
during the Vietnam war men who
objected on moral or ethical
grounds were granted C O . status.
Chaplain Tull said he doubts if
any future draft law would provide
for student deferrals. He urged anyone with questions to contact the
chaplain's office or to pursue counseling through their own church or
synagogue. Those who don't want
religious counseling, he suggested,
should try the American Friends
Service Committee.

State College and Fairfield University sent delegations.
Beyond the sheer number of students who descended on the Capitol, their sophistication and knowledge helped to sway converts to
their side. Bruce Marshall, legislative aide to Representative Lawrence J.;DeNardis (R-CT), was impressed with the students' efforts,
stating it was much more intense
than last year. The students knew
the issues, used good lobbying techniques; and were well organized, he
said. " I think you'll see a lot of
people will come around on this,"
according to Marshall.
^Students questioned DeNardis
and the other seven members of the
Connecticut congressional delegation (as well as numerous others)

and each one indicated his or her
opposition to the Reagan administration's proposals. According to
Cave, "I think we swayed people
who were on the border — DeNardis, (Representative Stewart)
McKinney (R-CT) — and gave support to people who have consistently been supportive of higher
education — (Representative Sam)
Gjedenson (D-CT)..— and gave a
scare to people who have not supported higher education, who went
in the Republican landslide." Legislative aides to Representative Barbara Kennelly (D-CT), McKinney,
and Senator Christopher Dodd (Dr
(CT) all wrote Malcolm that they
were impressed with the students
who came to Washington and that
they didn't expect the cuts to go

through.
Cave said the lobbying effort
"gave a clear message to the
Congress and the President that college students, both public and private, are extremely angered by his
(President Reagan's) proposals; but
not only that, they will refuse to let
their right to an education at the
college of their choice be infringed
upon. We have to rnaintain the
ability for each student regardless
of income to have access to any
institution of higher education.
There seemed to be little support
for the President's proposals on
Capitol Hill. As Marshall commented, "last year the atmosphere
was one of cooperation, this year
one of scrutiny."
The rally did not attract the hun-

dreds of thousands which attended
anti-war protests. This is not an
issue of life or death to most
people, but one of growth and prosperity — nationally and indivdually.
It also comes in a time of apathy, •
when students vote in lower propor-*
tions than any other segment of the
population. Conjjdered weak, the
Reagan administration picked out
students as a target for budget cuts.
However, students reacted to these
proposals by organizing and
demonstrating thejr strength not in
the streets but in the halls of
Congress. The legislators listened
and gave their support to resisting
cutbacks in student financial aid;
the next few months will show
whether the students' efforts were
;
effective.
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Announcements
ACM

- IEEE

There will be a joint meeting of
the ACM and the IEEE on
Wednesday March 17, at 4:00 p.m.
in Hallden 110. ACM applications
will be available, and! plans for the
rest of the semester will be
discussed. New, as well as old
members are welcome.

A.SJ.A.
Hi everyone! Thanks for coming
to Sunday's meeting. We will need
to meet again before Spring break
on details about tfie Asian Food
Festival.
WHEN: Thursday, Mar. 18
TIME: 9:00 p.m.
WHERE: Smith - Jackson Lounge

the Trinity Athlete". Essays to be
submitted to Prof. R. Shults by
April 20th.

of students with a special interest
in Spanish in contact with a coordinator who has native or nearnative fluency in the language
as well as a knowledge of contemporary Hispanic life and
culture.
Contact
Suzanne
MacNamee (Jackson 204-5 or 2493318 or 249-2382) for additional
details and sign-up.

g^ewman 'Club
Join Father John Gataak for a
discussion on the history of the
Liturgy on Tuesday, March 17 at
7:30 p.m. in Goodwin Lounge.

Outing Club
Look forward to the Outing
Club's backpacking expedition on
the Presidential Range of the
White Mountains this Sat., March
19.

residence selection process entry
card and deposit/ deposit waiver
to residential services by Wed.,
March 17th.

PaMpver S®d@r

' Senior Class 08ft

Each year the senior class
presents the College with a gift at
commencement. This year's class
gift committee needs the help of
any and all interested seniors.
poems, essays, play scripts, andM®SICi®i1tiai P F O g F ® l t l 8
The campaign to raise money for
speeches. The deadline for all subThe- Office of Residential Serthe gift will begin on April 19 and
missions (except for public speaking) vices has received the following
end on May 7.
is Friday, April 16,1982 at 4:00 p.m. program group proposals for the
If you have any questions about
These contests are open to all 1982-83 academic year. Interested
undergraduate students (including individuals must be certain to .the. gift or if you would tike to help
please call either Steve Elmendorf
I.D.P. candidates) presently contact the listed Program Group
(249-2806) or Scott Cassie (246registered at Trinity College.
representatives by April 9th.
4196) Co-Chairmen of the Senior
For more information contact
THE FRENCH DORM provides Class gift Committee.
Pro. James Miller in the English
a unique opportunity for students
Dept.
to be in direct contact with a
French native. Contact Isabelle
Today, Tuesday March 16, The
Mertins (Jackson 223 or 246-6336) Psychology Club is sponsoring a
Spring Faculty luncheons will
for additional details and sign-up. movie entitled "Sex for Sale: The
begin this Thurs'., Mar. 18. Dean
The purpose of the QUIET Urban Battleground." This film is a
Winer will be the host. Contact
DORM is to provide students with look at a serious and emotion-laden
Box 1163 for reservations. Walk-ins
the opportunity to grow, learn, and problem. Civil, legal, and moral
if space permitted. The luncheons
interact with other students in an battles are currently being fought
will be held every Thursday at
environment which is condusive to in most major urban centers as the
noon in the White Room.
study. Contact Michael Ziskind growth of prostitution and por(Jones Hall 215 or 246-7197) for nography multiplies.
The movie will be shown in
Mears Prize—$50.00 will be additional details and sign-up.
The purpose of THE SPANISH McCook Auditorium .at 7:30.
given to a Trinity student for the
best essay entitled, "Alcohol and DORM is to bring limited number. There is no charge for admission.

EngSish D@pt IPrSzes

"Sex for Sag®"

Faculty Luncheons

Mean Prize

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS

For B>@!ie$€>M$ Pl&m
Grimier®

Caitwh@m you
faawm;.';— it will
h® raadf upon

your arrival*
Com® in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

Phone

Across from
South Campus
Richard Staron, prop

April 19 is the deadline for
entries into the annual Student
Book Collectors Contest. Dr.
Jerome P. Webster '10 sponsored
the contest originally and it is
continued in his memory. Interested students should submit a
reasonable sample of their book
collection
along
with
a
bibliography of the whole. A brief
rationale behind the collection is
also required. Prizes are $150,
$100, and $50 and will be presented
at the Honors Day ceremonies.

Summer Grants
Pennsylvania has announced a
Summer Term Grant Program for
residents who will be attending
summer school. Students must be
enrolled full-time in summer
school, and must demonstrate
financial need. For more information
and
applications,
contact Kathy Mills in Financial
Aid.

Summer Jobs
The State of Rhode Island has
compiled a brochure listing towns
and municipalities which will hire
students this summer. Literature
available at the Financial Aid
Office.
1

_.fc T.A.A.P.

Th» TAAP (Trinity Alcohol
Awareness Project) will meet on
Thursday, March 18 at 5:00 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge. This meeting
features the film: "99 Bottles:
Responsibility and Drinking".
New members are welcome! •

T.C.F.

219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)

287 Now Britain Av®.
Hartford

Celebrate St. Patrick's Day on
•Wednesday, March 17 in the Pub.
The mood will be set with green
tablecloths, Irish music, and yes,
even green BEER!!! Come and
enjoy the fun and excitement, and
don't forget to wear green!

Student Book
H®@M®nc® Selection Collectors Contest
Don't forget to submit your

Hillel is organizing a Passover
Seder. Anyone interested in
helping to make this a meaningful
event is cordially invited to come
The Dept. of English is offering to the Hillel House, 30 Crescent
March 17 at 4jp.m.
various
this works;
Spring __St., Wed.,
for
the monetary
"followingprizes
literary
. .
*» i g»

HotOvati

St. Patrick's Day

247-0234

The Trinity Christian Fellowship
will meet in Alumni Lounge this
Wednesday, Mar. 17 at 7:30 p.m.
The speaker this week will be Dave
Simpson. He will be speaking on
Romans 12:2. Everyone is
welcome! Please
join
us!
Questions? Contact Barbara
Gurtman, Duncan Yetman! or Bert
Zug.

T-Shirt Dasign
Contost
The Student
Government
Planning Board announces its
Annual Spring Weekend T-Shirt
Designing Contest. Entries must be
done in black & white (preferably
bold lines) on 8" x 10" paper.
Submit to box 1960 by April 7,
1982. Prize will be awarded (Tshirt, beer tickets, etc.). There is no
limit" to the number of entries per
person.

Writers Conference
The Connecticut; Writers League
8th Annual Writers Conference will
be held on Saturday, May 8, 1982,
at the Jacobs; Life Sciences
Building. Co-sponsored by the
Trinity College Poetry Center, the
conference is also drawing upon
Trinity's faculty for woirkshop
leadership.
!
Attendance is limited to 180 participants and advance registrants
from the Trinity College community (students, faculty and other
employees) can save $5 by mailing
$15 to the Writers League, P.O.
Box 78, Farmington CT 06032,
before April 17th. After that date,
and at the door, the cost will be $20.
This includes the morning coffee
social, workshops and other activi-

ties, a free "writer's kit,", door
prizes, lunch, and a wine and cheese
party at the end of the day.

"When Children
Lead th® Way"
Professor Milla Riggio of the
Department of English will speak
on "When Children Lead the Way:
Images of Obedience
and
Authority" on Tuesday, March 16,
at 4:00 pjn. in Alumni Lounge.
This presentation is sponsored by
the Medieval and Renaissance
Studies Program. Refreshments
will be served.

Writing Center
Just a reminder that the Writing
Center (115 Vernon St.) is open
Mon.-Fri. 9-12; 1-5 p.m. and
Tues./Thurs. 6-8 p.m. Make an appointment or drop in. •
•-:';

Classified®
The Makris Diner needs full or\
jpart-time workers. Number is 529-1
,4652.1795 Berlin Turnpike.
WANTED: Summer sublet in the
'Trinity area from May 25th tc
'August 31st. Please call Claudia.V
H524-1429.
^BARTENDER WANTED: "
Trinity alumnus seeks student tc
'tend'-bar and another prepare and
'serve hors d'oeuvres at private?
(party Sat., Mar. 20.3-4 hours in late)
(afternoon. Good pay. Contac
jKathy Mills in Financial Aid.
FOREIGN STUDENTS
[artford attorney offers legalt
issistance with
immigration^
latters. Reasonable rates; e.g.
•radical Training
$200>
1-1 ..visa
$5001
.abor Certification
$1,000(
W. David Zitzkat

18 Asylum St. (Suite 611)
tel: 524-5418
'Donald Duck", — Although the
'world didn't end as the astrologers.
I planned, I was glad I was able toj
I spend that "last night" with ;
I Keep on jammin', lay!
Love,"Dukey"
Hey" Eriri — Go BraughJ
-Happy St. Patty's Day, you little(
!oleen, you!
-A Little Leprechan
Hawkey e:
I saw the New York Yankees)
(lying dead on a street corner lateV
^last night. Werewolves of London^
i. Beware.
'
-Freud
Schiegel!
•"-" .'"'
_' '..v.. ,
, You are a better man than I am,
iLittle Boy. Thanks for the pic. No]
jtime to write; home for the"
(holidays. Be a good little CrusaderJ
-The Wright Brother

ASIA. Takes
Cultural Trip
continued from page 3
powerful dragon and the harmony
with nature characterized the
Chinese traditional views on life.
At 7 p.m., the bus brought the
; somewhat exhausted group back to
Trinity/ In addition to expressing
their enjoyment of the trip to New
York, members of the Trinity group
.agreed that the trip was quite informative in respect to the Chinese
culture.
ASIA hopes to see more people
capitalize on similar educational
and enjoyable experiences that the
group is planning, in upcoming
events both this semester and in the
future. The organization is sponsoring the Asian Food Festival in midApril to be held in the Mather Dining Hall. Entertainment will also be
featured.
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Editorial

Sparks: Tribute toWomen Friends
by Kate Meyers

Mather Renovation
The focus of social iife at Trinity has been a perplexing
dilemma for quite some time and now has become an immediate concern of the Tripod.
Students seem to congregate in all the wrong places. The
library, for example, unfortunately appears to be socially
oriented. One student even commented "aren't we lucky to
have a place to socially congregate that doesn't encourage
drinking?" It has been asserted in widely-read publications
such as the Yale Daily News' Survey (Insiders' Guide to the
Colleges) that Trinity College does not have a Student Center
and thus all social life takes dace in the library. Furthermore
the burden of creating social alternatives on campus
should not be placed solely on the shoulders of the fraternities and sororities. What is the solution to this problem?
The effective renovation of Mather Campus Center.
As has been pointed out before, the presently inept functioning of Mather Campus Center is most alarming. Roughly 1700
people are being served daily, yet the antiquated kitchen
facilities can only cater to 1000 people. Mather has undergone
minimal renovation since it was first constructed and in each
instance it was confirmed that Mather neded further work.
Two years ago deliberation began concerning the proposed
expansion of Mather. A few weeks ago the architectural firm of
Russell, Gibson, and von Dohleh was hired to complete the
• project.
It is admirable that the proposed Mather Renovation finally
seems to be accommodating the students' need of an
adequate social center. The Tripod, however, is very concerned that this will be another "stop gap" operation as it
has been in the past.
It appears that with a relatively restricted budget of only $2
million, only the construction of basic necessities will be
completed in Mather. The top priorities are the relocation of
' the dish room further away from the kitchen, provision for
the handicapped, and installation of freight elevators. Also,
there must be an increase in the kitchen storage space and
consideration for reduction in energy consumption. But once
all of this has been completed, there will still be other
areas of Mather which could be worked on, such as creating
more student-use areas on the second floor.
Realistically, wnh a restricted budget and the abysmal record of the past renovations, it appears Mather shall never be
completed unless immediate action is taken. What has taken
place since the architects were hired a few weeks ago? Granted, at this moment adjustments on the basic design need
more consideration, but the amount of time tt's taking does
not help the situation. If we proceed at a lethargic pace, the
limited budget will be able to purchase fewer and fewer materials, so that only the basics can be afforded, leaving us with
the old dilemma of an Incomplete renovation.
Now is the time to go full steam with the Mather Renovation. It would be advisable that the Trustees at their meet[ng in
the near future would reconsider that limited budget for
Mather so that the newly revised student center will offer
the needed solution to a less than satisfactory student
gathering place on the Trinity Campus.

Play A Fair Game
To the Editor:
As the world now knows, the
Registrar's office made a mistakein ;:
handling the transcript of one
Thiodore Crowell. (We made one
mistake, not the three alleged by
Mri Crowell.) I am not proud of the
fact and I take full responsibility for
it. AH of us in this office are seriously looking for ways to do our
jobs better.
I would like now to comment on
your handling of Mr. CrowelPs letter. Had you published the letter as
received, I would have nothing to
say. But you did more. You added
editorial comment in your Editor's

Note and your two headlines (referring to "alarming mishaps," "irreS'ponSibife actions" and "boggled
records".) By doing that you turned
a letter into a News Story/Editorial
in the form of a letter. And you did
so without any attempt to check out
the facts on your own, In my opinion, responsible journalism and
common courtesy would have dictated at least that. Bureaucrats, we
all know, are fair game. But at least
play the game fairly.
Sincerely,
Joanne M. Miller
Registrar

Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes and encourages letters to the Editor. Alt
letters must be signed by the author, whose name will be withheld
upon request. Letters which are in poor taste or libelous will not be
printed. All letters must be typed and double-spaced. Deadline is 5
p.m. Saturday. Please deliver all letters via campus mail (box 1310)
or to the Tripod World Headquarters in the basement of Jackson
Hall,

As we all need some rest and relation, the Tripod will'also be
vacationing. The next issue won't materialize until April 13. Until
then, the Tripod hopes that ali of the Trinity Community has a
wonderful Spring Vacation.

We are a white Supreme's act.
Donned in hats and dime store
shades we gather around our makeshift microphone (a stick of "Sure"
roll-on or a blow dryer) and scream
to some song of longing or hostility
or both. Tonight it is Bruce Springsteen's "For You," but, mostly, it
is for us.
Our stage is a living room in High
Rise or 111 Crescent or wherever we
happen to be hanging out for the
night. The walls are covered with
posters, quotations, rejection letters, black and white photographs
of our friends, bazooka bubble gum
comics with good fortunes and
Winnie the Pooh. We are New
York, New Jersey, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Virginia, Michigan
and Chicago. We close our eyes and
scream because at that moment we
are thinking one of two things. Our
minds have placed us at the height
of rock n1 roll stardom or at the
receiving line of a romantic lyric.
We are either Bruce Springsteen
strutting across the stage or we
believe that he is screaming for each
individual one of us.

When the tune ends we plop on
couches and the hysteria fades. Our
attention focuses to the color T.V.
and the love story in progress. We
comment loudly, yelling at its inconsistencies, its unrealities, and
crudely elaborating on its sexual
suggestion. We munch on peanut
m&m's and pretzels or smoke endless cigarettes and drink Tab if the
discipline strikes us. We skim
through this month's Vogue and
last month's Glamour even though
we've seen it all before. We say how
it isn't fair that we don't have this
one's legs or that one's eyes and
where are all the guys that our
mothers promised us we'd meet in
college?
Sometimes we talk seriously
about our lives, our families, our
problems. We open up, put our vulnerabilities oil the table over top of
the dictionary and the NY Times
crossword puzzle and the dirty ash
trays. We'll laugh or cry or giggle or
fight or just sit around in basic
silence. Clearly, this is a women's
room and the bonds extend well
beyond the academic walls we
share. These are my women friends
and they will always be around for a
good laugh or a good cry or just

because I don't want to be alone.
I reach for them without knowing
really, what I am needing — knowing also that they will come through
with whatever it is. They put up
with everything, my depressions,
pig-outs, Springsteen addiction,
psuedo-nonchalance, rough exterior, loud laugh and hidden pain.
They accept every detail and I have
never once felt the need to alter me
for them in any way. They are
TRUE and yet I've never thought
about all that until now. About how
I could wake any one of them up in
the middle of the night and talk, or
convince them to skip their classes
for a day and take a drive to the
country, or count on their company
in the second row at the movies.
We ooooh over Bogart and
aaahhh over Brando but it is the
mutual oooohs and aahhhhs that
make it, not Bogart or Brando.
Because we know that the silver
screen isn't real, reality is Baskin
and Robbins after the show. Reality
isn't listening to "Born to Run" —
it's screaming it at the top of our
lungs as we race across the Quad.
Reality is being there. It's all the
things that we never really talk
about or thank each other for.

Compulsive Eating
Is a Common Problem
Last week at lunch I announced
proudly to a friend that I had
finally, totally and completely come
to terms with my compulsive eating.
That night after dinner I stood over
the toilef, willing ^hrfie bow}s of;;
chocolate ice-cream and three
pieces of chocolate cake to come up
from my stomach. It didn't work. 1
have never been able to make
myself throw up. But oh, I wish I
could.
Sound familiar? Keep reading.
The next morning I swore off food
forever, told my roommates to hide
the cookies, and to yank whatever I
might be eating from my mouth.
"Of course you won't need t o , " I
told them. I was determined. By
mid-afternoon my stomach was full
again, with potato chips I didn't
want, ice cream I couldn't taste, dry
cereal that stuck in my throat, and
half a chicken sandwich from someone else's plate.
Tonight at dinner I did it again.
At least I've citrhe to the point
where I can actually put whatever it
is I'm going to eat in a bowl or on a
plate, and eat it sitting down. But
the result is the same. Why why
why, why do I do this to myself?
Why do I reach for more, when I
am so agonizingly familiar with the
inevitable anxiety, self-castigation
and despair that follows every pigout session?
I have read books, articles, cried
with friends and family, tried
behavior modification and even
gone into therapy for this problem.
But after almost a decade of stuffing and starving I cannot say that
the end is in sight. 1 would give up
everything I have to be able to wake
up in the morning and to KNOW
that food would not be an issue. It's
a bore and a misery and it cracks
my life. But there you are. Or
rather, Here I am.
I know I'm not alone, but that
doesn't make me feel better. My
roommate hoards food she thinks
no one knows about, another friend
will eat practically nothing at dinner
and then run home to munch on the
cookies she keeps under her desk;
another friend can and does eat
three boxes of Vanilla Wafers in
one sitting, and another friend ate a
cheesecake by herself last Thursday
night. Full stomachs, empty lives?

mal." And being "normal" makes
You wouldn't think so. These are
all intelligent, active and popular it all the more difficult, because my
women; women you would least secret is fairly well hidden.
suspect.
I know I'm not alone, and neither
Compulsive eating is a common are you. But what can we do about
probjem, and often not physically it? Is there an answer or answers? Is
apparelTanvnot obese; accoYdittg* Hhere hope? I hope so, but I've been
to weight charts I am solidly "nor- hoping for a long time.

Student Watches
Can "Tick"
In the past week, three cars
around my dorm, Ogilby, have
been vandalized. In the most recent
incident, thieves attempted to pry
out a car stereo with a crow-bar,
destroying the dash board in the
process. The amount of vandalism
and* theft to student property is on
the rise after a relative lull this past
fall. I became concerned with the
• issue after my car battery was stolen
only three weeks into the semester.
Through coordinated student action I was able to obtain the
description and license plate number of the get-away car. I was
angered at the difficulty of finding
a security officer. It was at this point
that I thought up the possibility of
Trinity having student security
watches.
At any one time in the evening
there are four security officers on
duty. Two are confined to escorts,
so there are only two security officers involved in guarding over a
school of 1600, with student
property being their last priority in
surveillance. One of these two is
usually stationed at a trouble spot,
such as Austin Arts parking lot,
leaving a single guard to wander
across campus searching for anything suspicious.
Posting two pairs of paid students, one on Vernon St. and one
on Summit St., to watch for suspicious characters would double the
security force and more directly
protect student property. Each pair
" of students would be instructed not
to confront or even to yell at a suspicious character, but rather to step
back and call up security over the
radio. Student security watches
have two major advantages over
Trinity's Security. Since" they are
part of the student body, they can

distinguish more readily between
"townies" and students. Students
also know who owns what car or
who lives in what room better than
Security does.
Mr. Schweighoffer, the head of
Trinity Security, is in favor of paid
student watches. Yale, Connecticut
College, Wesleyan, and the University of Hartford presently use student watches. The Univ. of Hartford has sixty student watches currently on the payroll. They have
been using student watches for ten
years and not had a single incident
of a student watch being attacked. I
have been working on this issue for
several weeks, and the mairt obstacle at the moment is an administrator's insistence that the watches
be volunteer.
Being located in the center of a
city like Hartford, security will
always be a problem for Trinity,
Measures can be taken to alleviate
this trouble. Paid student watches
are only one answer. Pressure must
be put on the administration to act
more responsibly in dealing with
security. If you have any suggestions that I could bring up in SGA
concerning this issue, send them to
Box 298.
Peter O'Brien
Junior Class Representative
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Letters and Commentary
Computers: Casing the Electricity of the Future
by Marego Athans
Surprisingly, there is still electricity in the air however low the
Dow Jones is these days, and however much time the brokers at my
internship are spending at Brown
Thompson's. There isn't one of
them who isn't on the edge of his
seat, his leg jumping up and down
nervously, waiting for IT to happen. Even as he tries in vain to busy
himself by sharpening his pencils
four times a day, or even as he comforts his old lady clients who
remember 1929 all too well. That
leg is still going.. What goes down
MUST come back up, they say, so
we just have to wait. Go have

another round and wait.
The sun and the Gold Building
collaborate at market closing time
to greet the dismal figures with
golden rays of prosperity, making
our thoughts as rich as our pockets
are not. And over the radio from
Wall Street we hear, "the biggest
boom of the century is at pur doorstep." All rejoice; all except me,
, who feel impending doom upon
hearing what follows, "Tandy . . .
Texas
Instrumenments. . . IBM . . . Wang . . . the
computers are going to do it for us.
Every computer and computer
related industry is expected to take
off anytime and lift us clear out of
the recession." And you knpw what
that means. ••'

They've always told me that computers are the future, but I'm afraid
the future is closer than I expected.
So much faith I've always had in
my trusty liberal arts deal that I
regularly preach its merits to my
poor doubting roommate in her
weekly freak out sessions that go
something like this: "Marego, what
am I going to do with international
relations-when I can't even add or
subtract or type?" And I've always
been there to assure her that Trinity
will see to it that we are both made
wonderfully well rounded people
and never have to worry about a
thing.
Now I'm panicking, too. Computers are going to bring us out of

course for four .consecutive semesters, as I have done with Engineering 115.
I realize that I can't go on like
this much longer. Without computer knowledge, any living being
in the modern world will be as lost
as writer who never reads anything.
James Taylor was so right when he
said to "ride with the tide and go
with the flow." If you don't you're
bound to be left behind with the
seaweed. If the greatest minds on
Wall Street are at all on target, we'*f
better get ready because something's about to happen. So, if
you're an anti-starwars type likf
me, don't let yourself fall behind;
come on and join me in Engineering
115 next fall.'
:••
••;,. >,;

the recession but leave nice people
like my roommate and me unemployed. They tell me that before
long, one little credt card will be
used for every expenditure we'll
ever have, every bill being, entered
into and payed out from one centralized computer. Every home will
own its own computer, never mind
the TV. I even heard them talk of.
Texis Instruments coming out with
a pocket nuclear power plant, but I
was too embarrassed to ask whether
they were joking. Meanwhile I
don't everi know how to play space
invaders and won't try for fear of
some little kid coming by and
slaughtering me. You know you
have a phobia on your hands when
you sign up for and chicken out of a

Sexist Innuendos Have Severe Repercussions
to a discussion of dog manure. I
realize that it must be an important
issue to Mr. Henderson, perhaps
even one of personal involvement,
since it did spur him to go trampsing
Before anyone makes jokes all around campus in search of this
about women or anyone more "canine fecal matter;" yet, I do not
disadvantaged than themself, they think it was necessary to provide
should pause to consider that such a~lengthy discussion on the
moral support, economic aid, and matter, nor was this discussion efeven .sensitivity are more helpful fective.
than idly written, caustic and
The mainstream of Mr. Hendercutting words.
son's article, however, is his unecessary and definitely demeaning
Sincerely,
comparison between women and
Rachel E. Mann
dogs ("I go out of my way to pet
them — especially if they are good
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
looking.'.')- Thrqughou,t the.article,
To the Editor:
all of Mr.- Henderson's seemingly
It seems as if Trinity College has attempts at humor are increasingly
more than just a problem than that poor, but in this instance he obviof canine fecal matter. It is true ously went too far in trying to obthat everyone loves a dog, but not tain a laugh —and I sincerely hope
everyone likes being compared to that is all he was trying to do; I
one. (Please remember that when hope that he does not seriously
you go to "pet" some "dogs", they think there is a comparison between
bite back!) Mark, we do sym- women and dogs because if so,
pathize with your having to tolerate there is obviously something wrong
the odor of dog feces, but perhaps with his eyesight and mentality.
it has gone too much to your head.
I am surprised that even after the
recent complaints concerning the
Your attitude towards women chauvinism of the Tripod, this passexpressed iii last week's article is age was permitted to be included in
only rivaled by your obvious the article. Although I personally
prejudice towards the neigh- feel that his previous.arguments '
borhood. After four years of bieihg , against the sq-called. chauvinistic a d r '
?
at Trinity, we hope that ; Trinity1 • vertisementswerpweak andunjusti- ,
students realize the tender nature' rfied and that the .advertisements.;
of a statement like, "given the mentioned were not overtly sexist, I
economic status of the neigh- was appalled at the response of the
borhood, I'm also afraid Nellie may advertising editor r- a definitely
wind up as the main course for chauvinistic and defensive rebuttal.
someone's dinner." You could have Combining this with the male chaumade your point concerning vinism present in Mr. Henderson's
students keeping their dogs on article, it would not seem unjust to
campus without having stooped to label the Tripod as an antisecond-hand jabs at females and feministic and sexist publication.
the Trinity surroundings. Before While I know in fact that this is not
you disagree with . this last true, especially since a number of
statement, you had best re-read the editors on the tripod staff are
your article carefully. .
women, the impression illuminated
As graduating Seniors, it is by these commentaries (Advertising
difficult to swallow such snide Manager A. Marc Ackerman's and
remards. We only hope that we are
not alone in our feelings and. that
you will use better discretion in the
The TRINITY TRIPOD,
Volume 80, Issue 21, March
future.
16, 1982. The TRIPOD te
Sincerely,
published weekly on TuesAminda J. Pickering '82
day, except vacations, during
Suzanne M. Niemann '82
the academic year. Student
Judith C. Mercer '82
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
other subscriptions are
$12.00 per year. The
TRIPOD is printed by the
To the Editor:
Palmer Journal Register,
I am writing in response to Mark
Palmer, MA, and published
Henderson's article "Growing
at Trinity College, Hartford,
Presence of Fecal Matter DisturbCT. Advertising rates are
ing," which appeared in the March
$3.00.
per column inch,
9th issue of the Tripod. I found it
$30.00 per eighth page and
very interesting that such a presti$55.00 per quarter page.
gious paper as the Tripod found it
necessary to devote over a half page

Editors Note: The following letters arc a few of the many submissions
which were received this week concerning two articles printed in the March
9 issue of the Tripod. We regret not to have been able to print all of them
due to limited space.
To the Editor,
, The contents of the March 9
issue of the Trinity Tripod made
me pause in horror. I found blatant
examples of racism and sexisrri in
the Sports and Commentary
Sections, On page 11, the first
headline reads, "Swimmers Come in
All Shapes". This article is not only
uninformative, it is unnecessarily
crude. Apparently, the Women's
Swim Team finished off a stunning
season—the best in years. Rather.
than writing a factual article about
the victories and feats of the team,
Torey Aronow discussed the
variety and shape of her competitor's physiques.
It is degrading, to say the least,
1
to evaluate another human being
by their physical attributes. It is
condescending, degrading and in
poor sportsmanship to decide that
one person's body is less lovely
than another's.It is too bad that a
woman reporter cannot give fair
justice to the talents of her own
sex, whether they be her fellow
teammates or her teams' competitors. ' '
Men's constant judgement of
women is hard enough to live with;
why should women judge one
another, especially with men's
attitudes? Women's appearance
and minds are often scurriously,
criticized and judged by men, as
Mark Henderson's commentary
"Growing Presence of Fecal
Matter Disturbing" shows us by
drawing a parallel between women
and dogs; His attitude; towards
women is also condescending and
degrading. I beg to tell both Mr.
Henderson and Ms. - Aronow that
women are not dogs to be petted at
any man's whim, nor do women
put on bathing suits in leisure or
competition to be made the brunt
of someone's bad jokes.
Mr. Henderson's article furthers
the insults with his statement,
"Given the economic status of the
neighborhood, I'm also afraid
Nellie may wind up as the main
course for someone's dinner." This
statement comes out of an
assumption that poor people eat
dogs, as a habit, and perhaps as a
delicacy. If I were a resident of
Hartford's Frog Hollow, I would be
angry at Mr. Henderson's insensitivity. Hunger due to poverty
is a serious problem. Hartford has a
serious problem with its poor.
Trinity has a serious problem in its
relation with Hartford and its
surrounding neighborhood.

Mark Henderson's) is certainly not
a favorable one for the Tripod as a
whole.
While I do agree with Mr. Henderson on the point that canine
owners should clean after their pets,
I strongly feel his view could have
been presentedin a much more professional manner. I sincerely hope
that the inclusion of his sexist
remarks was clearly an oversight by
the Editor and that future similar

instances will not occur to dim the ,
Tripod's respectability. As for Mr,
Henderson himself, his remarks
and presentation of his article seem
to reflect his topic itself — they are
both a load of crap!!! Clearly, it is
Mr. Henderson's article, more-so
than the fecal matter, that is most
disturbing!
...,

Sincerely, ;. .... ._.,
Danielle D'Angelo

Apology
The March 9 issue of The Trinity Tripod regrettably contained two articles which were below an acceptable standard.
The first was a commentary concerning canines and the second an article
on the women's swimming team. I regret that both articles had severe sexist
and in one case elitist implications to them. This material does not represent the true concerns of the Tripod. Their exposure in last week's issue was
3 blatant oversight and gross negligence on my part.
I hope that those offended in the Trinity and Hartford community will
accept my apology.
Sincerely,
W.N.Gregg
Editor-in-Chief
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Am/Entertainment
GERTRUDE STEIN x 3 to Come to Trinity
.

byCathyHatfield

Actress Pat Carroll once said,
"Many have asked, "How do' you
do it?" meaning, of course, how do
you accomplish the feat of continuous talking and agting, for
nearly two hours, alone, on that
stage every night? But how did she
do it, that Stein woman, not act,
but face a life in her chosen career
( devoid of success or recognition
!
until she was fifty-eight years old?
How did she keep her vitality,
^'verve, and gusto alive in the face of
mockery, derision and near
anonymity?"
This intrigue that Carroll has
r
with Gertrude Stein is what
prompted her to take up the fouryear challenge of creating and
perfecting the play Gertrude Stein,
Gertrude Stein, Gertrude Stein.
Carroll is infatuated with Stein's
extraordinary individuality, with
her perserverence, and with the
feeling she exudes through her
works and through her life. In 1976,

Carroll, with the help of eighteenyear-old playwright Marty Martin,
began the four year long research
and production of Gertrude Stein
Times Three.
The remarkable one-woman play
is an imaginary monologue by
Gertrude Stein that takes place the
day before her eviction from her
studio at 27 rue de Fleurs in Paris.
Stein, who studied at Harvard,
reminisces about her former life in
America, and her decision to move
to Paris with her brother Leo. She
speculates on her life in Paris, and
all the geniuses she entertained and
helped be discovered — Picasso,
Matisse, Cezanne, Hemingway
Fitzgerald, Joyce, and others.
Gertrude Stein's intense intellect,
humor and feeling are captured in
the play.
Carroll emphasizes Stein's
humor and wit, along with her
great energy and forcefulness;
Carroll is incredibly successful in
expressing the essence of Stein.
Carroll received, the Best Actress

More Dance Coming
Packer and Bridgman have been
collaborating and performing since
1978 with such companies as Dance
Moves, Third Dance Theatre, and
Nimbus. The Village Voice says:
Bridgman is beautiful. Much
of the movement is swirly, twisty,
melting, but he can be sharp and
linear too. He gives a full value,
making every moment particular
and special, and Myrna Packer
moves with a- lush self-involved
quality.
General admission tickets for the
Myrna Packer and Art Bridgman
Concert are $5,00, $2.50 for" students, and are available at the door.
For further information and reservations, call 527-8062.

Award by the New York Drama
Critics and the production' itself
received the Outer Critics Circle
Award as. the most outstanding
play of the season. Critics and
reviewers have nothing but praise
for Carroll's performance. The
play is said to reach into the inner
life of Stein, above the level of
impersonation. The production is
said to "exude enormous energy; it
is effective, brilliant—she is quite a
girl, both Gertrude Stein"and Pat
Carroll." And it is a "capital experience — no one should decline
seeing an intellectual play that also
has humor, feeling, and vast
energy!".
Pat Carroll will be performing on
campus in GSx3 on April 13 and
14, 1982. Director of Austin Arts
John Woolley booked the performance last summer in honor of
James Lippincott Goodwin. There
will be an opportunity to meet Pat
Carroll on the afternoon of
Wednesday April 14. Tickets are
now on sale for five dollars for the
Trinity Community, and twelve
Pat Carroll captures the essence of genius Gertrude Stein in her solo
dollars for general admission.
performance of Gertrude Stein, Gertrude Stein, Gertrude Stein.

Students Give lively Dance Concert
by Marybeth Callan

works of both old and newsomewhat like that found in the
members of Trinity's repertory of martial arts. Kinder exhibited
Are you the kind Of person who
dancers.
much strength through her torso
longs for a quick, inexpensive way
Opening the concert was a dance contractions and the sharp, angular
to enjoy the arts in the middle of a entitled,
The Hold Up, shapes created with her arms and
hectic week? If so, then last
choreographed and performed by legs.
Thursday night provided just the Sue Soskin. Unaccompanied by
kind of panacea you were lookiig* •witiiisii, tftis piece' consisteS- :of •*' , Second Hand Merce, performed
by'fim Martin, was the fourth
for. To a capacity crowd in Gar- bound, sustained movement.
piece
in
the program.
mony Hall of the Austin Arts
The
second
piece, Choreographed . b y Sharon
Center, the Student Dance Club
presented its annual Student Dance choreographed and performed by Fliegalman, this dance gave the
Concert. Consisting of seven Deanna Lund, introduced a more audience an interesting taste of the
pieces all choreographed and fluid, rounded style of movement. avante-garde style of Merce
performed by Trinity students, this Generating circular, swinging Cunningham. Using Cunningham's
year's concert displayed a variety motion in her arms and legs, Ms. idea of "chance" choreography,
of styles found in modem dance Lund captured the silky flow of Martin's movement avoided any
expected sequence, as it was very
and movement. With theatrical Rampal's flute in her performance.
" d e - e m o t i o n a l i z e d " and
themes used in the dances of
The next piece in the program, mechanical, a quality also found in
Isadora Duncan to the avant-garde
choreographed and performed by the electronic music accompanying
style of Merce Cunningham, the
Sarah Kinder, provided the the dance. Equally interesting and
concert was a collaboration of
audience with a view of movement entertaining for the audience was
the set design by Doug Gray, which
consisted of hanging black and
silver "eggs" in the middle of the
On Wednesday, March 17, the
stage area.
Trinity Community will have the
The following first duet of the
pleasure of seeing dancers Myrna
concert was choreographed and
Packer and Art Bridgman in conby Floyd Higgins
Adagio for Organ and Strings, and performed by Adorna Perrin and
cert. This event will take place at
the organ solo of Handel's Sixth Sara Reich. To the moaning electric
Goodwin Theatre at the Austin Arts
In the last year, a group of about
Organ Concerto. In these works, an guitar music of Jeff Beck's "Final
Center at 8:00 p.m.
sixteen musicians from the Hart- admirable balance between organ Piece", these dancers concentrated
The duo bring mime, dance, and
ford Symphony came together to arid strings was achieved. As to the on curved arm motions and the
dialogue together to produce
form a separate chamber en- choice of the pieces, this particular utilization of the floor as well as
unusual effects, and thus take risks
semble, geared toward the per-Handel concerto is not quite as standing space levels.
on a physical as well as a psychoformance of the classical repertory exciting as some of the other thirteen
Hunter Sloan's Even King Arlogical level. Moon, with an original
of the chamber orchestra. This Handel Concertos, although this thur's Days Were Numbered was
score by Peter Wetzler, takes the
group, called Arioso, has already interpretation was satisfying. The similar to Second Hand Merce.
audience on a journey through the
performed extensively in the Albinbni remains one of the most
night, encountering passion and
This was a very theatrical piece. Ms.
Hartford area,' establishing itself sumptuous pieces ever written.
lunacy along the way. Also featured
Sloan portrayed a heroic character
and its music very favorably.,
in this program is a new satirical
In addition to the selections with dressed in an Ancient Greek-like
piece on nuclear weapons entitled
On Sunday, March sixth, a large Mr. Rose, Arioso performed a outfit. Prom the strength exerted
Scenario for a Limited Nuclear
audience was in attendance to hear Vivaldi Concerto Grosso and a through the bound, twisted, rolling!
War.
Arioso in concert at the chapel in Boccherini Sinfonietta. The movements of the performer, it
one of the many events celebrating Vivaldi was performed quite was communicated to the audience
the jubileee of the chapel's con- musically, although its playing style that this character was filled with
struction. At this performance, the leaned toward the 19th century, and both passion and pain.
Gothic building's splendid acoustics the Boccherini was bit superfluous;
by Kim Thaeker
Choreographed and performed
sugar, cinnamon and nutmegi facilitated fine hearing. The Chapel a single movement would have
by Allison Friday and Tim Martin,
Separate dough into four rectangles is kind to string tone, and the sufficed.
Banana Pastries
the final peice of the evening was ,
and place on ungreased baking reverberation of sound is neither
You need:
Arioso is unique in that it per- more .comical than the others. j
sheet. Sprinkle nut mixture over too shrill nor • too quick. The
each rectangle. Cut two bananas in demands of the concert and the forms without a conductor, taking Using all of the space on stage, '
V* cup chopped salted peanuts
cues onty from the first violinist. I Friday and Martin flowed easily
half crosswise and dip into lemon size of the ensemble required that
V* cup flaked coconut
would be curious to hear the group together as they carefully alterjuice,
then
syrup.
Place
each
they play from a raised platform at
Vi cup confectioner's sugar
under a conductor. This direction nately balanced each other's weight
banana half on narrow end of the west end of the building in front
V* tsp. cinnamon
might detract from the intimacy of in contact improvisation.
dough
rectangle
and
roll
up,
pinch'A tsp. nutmeg
of the organ. Despite the difficulty
ing edges to seal. Place seam side of this position, the sound was the ensemble, but the occasional
On the whole, this year's Student
1 can redi-made crescent roll dough
intonation problems caused by the Dance Concert was an effective
down arid bake at 400° for 12-15 quite full and rich.
2 bananas
lack of a conductor were in
minutes. Sprinkle with remainder
and entertaining way of catching a
1 tbsp. lemon juice
themselves somewhat of a
of confectioner's sugar while still
little culture on a Thursday night.
Assisting
the
group
was
college
distraction. Nevertheless, Arioso
'/* cup maple syrup
warm, and cut each pastry into four
And judging by the audience's
organist John Rose, who played the and John Rose are to be applauded
Combine peanuts, coconut,
cup pieces. Makes 16 pastries.
reaction, most people in Garaony
organ part of Albinoni's familiar for their line musicianship.
I'ff't•*•*•(-I *"(:
Hall that nigh* felt the same way.

Arioso and Rose
Prove Good Combo

Bananas in the Menu

'Bi'lHililiililiiliiiiiiMii
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Arts/Entertainment
Stravinsky Concert: Taste of Avant- Garde
Performing the works of Igor
Stravinsky is a difficult task for any
musical ensemble. His unconventional rhythms and tonal arrange-,
ments are not usual fare for the ordinary rnusician or listener. The
presentation of "Stravinsky and
His Models" (the first part of a 2concert series) at Trinity this past
Friday overcame these obstacles
and put On what was, on the whole,
a diverse and interesting program.
Commemorating the 100th anniversary of the composer's birthday,
"Stravinsky and His Models" was
divided into five sections according
to the different styles of music that
influenced Stravinsky: Medieval
and Baroque music, Folk, Jazz, and
Classical.
The Medieval and Baroque" section was comprised of "Kyrie" by
Guillaume de Malhaut, an interesting composition for chorus and
two soloists (unfortunately weakened somewhat by the unsure timing of the soloists), "Laudate
Dominum Omnes Gentes" by
Claudio Monteverdi, a five soloist
piece which was highlighted by the
singing of Laura Austin and Eva
Goldfarb,
and Stravinsky's
"Mass," probably one of the most
innovative and unusual versions of
this spectacle written for chorus,
which was dominated by a fine performance by soloist Beverly Qebelin.
The Folk section began with
"May.Yoii All Prosper," a traditional1 Russian folk song arranged
for a soloist and small chorus which

was performed by a competent
Suzanne Chalpin. Next was "Three
Russian Folk Songs" by Stravinsky,
his choral adaptation of Russian
texts with a solo by Diann Chamberlain. One of the highlights of the
concert was the third piece of this
section — "Renard," a Stravinsky
composition for chorus and small
orchestra (and also choreographed
for dance) that told the fable — an
old Russian folk tale — of how
Renard (the fox) was outwitted by
his prey (the rooster) and his friends.
The song was helped by strong
vocals from Grant Cochran as the
fox and Tom Perry as the rooster.
Unfortunately, due to an earlier accident, the dancers were unable to

perform in "Renard."
The section on Stravinsky's jazz
influences was presented by
Trinity's Jazz Ensemble and was
conducted by Michael Ross. The
bandfstarted with " A Tribute to the
Duke," a lively medley of the great
Duke, Ellington's hits, then played
the first movement of the "Ebony
Concerto," a classical-jazz work by
Stravinsky, originally written for
Ellington's orchestra. The Ensemble here was aided by a fine solo by
clarinetist Krista Box. This was the
first stage performance of the Jazz
Ensemble so far this year, and they
played well, staging the particularly
un-jaJEz-like "Ebony Concerto"
with flair.

Next were two serial pieces (serial
pieces are tunes with melodies
restricted to a limited number o f
tones) done by the chorus and small
orchestra. This part consisted of
"Dreimel Tausend Jaitre" by Arnold Schoenberg and "The Owl
and the Pussycat'.' by Stravinsky,
an odd interpretation of the familiar storybook poem, and handled
nicely by soloist Maria Lavieri.
Mention here should be made of the
excellent playing; of the oboe
(Jolene Stone, Matthew Rich) and
bassoon (Linda Fitts, April Chapman) quartet on these two (and
most of the other concert pieces.)
The presentation wound up with
two classical pieces; the third movement of Beethoven's "Trio," a
well-performed and easy to listen to

composition for three oboes, and
"Epilogue' 1 from:'.»'The Rake's
Progress" by Stravinsky (with text
by W.H. Auden), a rousing choral
arrangement and an appropriate
ending for the concert.
"Stravinsky and His Models,"
directed by Gerald Mosheil, was
largely a well-done offering, especially in light of the still avant-garde
nature of his music. Though the
soloists (with a few exceptions)
could have been more dynamic, and
the organization of the show (in
terms of the variety of different
composers) was sometimes confusing, the orchestra and chorus
were good and the selections were
appropriate. For those who enjoy
Stravinsky's music this was a very
satisfying performance.

HARTFORD

is about the things we do in order
to sustain the fragile hope that we
are in control of our lives. This
need is not bad or wrong but
unavoidable.lt is how we treat that
Innovator of the immensely need, and how in turn it affects us
popular "Sing Along," Mitch Miller and others, that is the concern,of
will lead the Hartford Symphony the lyrics and music. Foj more
Pops Orchesfra and audience in a information call 525-5521. $3
nostalgic trip down Memory Lane donation, $2 students.
on Friday and Saturday, March 19
On Friday, Marcht9 at 8:30 p.m.
and 20. In. addition to a rousing
"Sing Along" the music of three Real Art-Ways is presenting an
outstanding American Composers, evening of five films by Marjorie
Jerome Kern ("Smoke Gets in Keller, an artist whose works
Your Eyes"), Harry Warren reflect a woman's alienation from
("Lullaby of Broadway" and "42nd her society by examining the manStreet") and Harold Arlen ("That made myths which surround her.
Old Black1 Magic") will highlight Artforum magazine describes
the 8:15 p.m. concerts at BushneU Keller as, "perhaps the only major
Memorial Hall. Tickets for these filmaker the American inweekend performances are on sale dependent film has produced since
now at the BushneU Box Office the end of the 60's Keller will beat
(246-6807) and, all Ticketron the screening to discuss her work.
locations. There is currently a $3 donation/ $2 students. Call 525better choice of seat locations 5521 for more information.
available for Friday, March 19.

At the
BushneU

Gerald Mosheil and his student musicians in the Stravinsky Celebration last
Friday night.

• *"
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.Laura Austin is, a.- Busy Artist
by Heather Randolph

Bus Stop and Volpone were two
recent' productions in which Laura
If you are a regular at Trinity's had a role. She also performed in
theatre arts productions or have the Musical Revue, sings with the
seen the Pipes perform, you've Pipes, and has sung at coffee
probably seen sophomore Laura houses and other Trinity events.
Austin in action. During a 45 Having so many activities, one
minute interview with her, I found might think that Laura would have
that she had many intersting things a hard time managing her time, but
to say about her involvement in "No," she says, "you get used to it."
Trinity's, Arts programs.
"Free time makes me nervous," she
Laura feels that Trinity is a remarked "and I like to be able to
particularly good place for , a schedule things so I have
theater arts major like herself. She something to do all the time". She
sees some advantages over a t - , certainly did that the day before I
tending a large drama school in- interviewed her, as she had Choir
cluding the fact that she is,not rehearsal from 1:00 to 2:00, relimited in the number of shows she hearsal for Grease from 2:00 to 6:00,
can be in, as well as the fact she and from 7:00 to 11:30 rehearsal for
does not have to face tremendous Volpone. With such a full
competition. She emphasized too schedule she says "You realize
that the Trinity theater arts major how valuable an hour is here or
"stresses the academic side" of the there."
Laura has sung in choir for years,
theater: it's not all done onstage.

•-*'«j;rii*iiA»:

but it was not until she was a
seventeen-year-old high school
sophomore at the Madeira school in
Pennsylvania that she actually
performed on stage in "The Sound
Of Music." She began studying with
the drama and voice coach in her
high school, who she says was a big
influence on her. In the summer of
her junior year she went to Orlando
with the London Academy of
Dramatic Arts, who had a summer
program in New York. She was at
least five years younger than the
youngest person there "so it was a
little premature" she said. "I was
really shy, and . . . inexperienced,
but the experience proved invaluable: "Just watching them dance
was so inspiring,-! think that is what
sparked me."

At Real
Art Ways
On Saturday, March 20 at 8:30
p.m. RAW will present David
Garland in Control Songs, an
evening-long collection of pieces
involving electronics and a variety
of instruments. Garland has said it

Although Laura has not decided
whether she wants to act, dance or
sing primarily,
she says that she
enjoys productions where she can
do all three. She named Gypsy as
one of her favorites, because "it
was a real show—it even had tap
dancing." She also likes the kind of
audience contact that she gets
singing in the Pipes, "The audience"
is right on top of you, and you can
see their.reactions," she explained.
As for her plans in the future,
Laura is sure of one thing—she
wants to work in the performing
arts field. "I'd love to perform
myself" she said, but if not that,
than she wouldn't mind being a
teacher, or being in the administrative area. In the near
future Laura is looking forward to
the upcoming Trinity production of
Grease, which has a new concept
of production: Jane Evans and
Lucy Cole are doing the play's
blocking, Professor Mosheil is
working with the musical sections,
and C at Powers is doing the dance
sections. Using this plan, Laura
says that the show will be "more

As a theater-arts major at Trinity Laura Austin has academic as well as
stage requirements.

put together and,a lot,of fun,"
Break a leg, Laura!

Dance

Country Dance in Connecticut will
hold a traditional New England
C ontra. Dance on Friday, March
19th, at 8:00 p.m. Live fiddle music
by Whiskey Before Breakfast, and
calling by Ralph Sweet. At the
Immanuel Congregational Church,
10 Woodland St., in Hartford.
Donation $2.50. For more information, call 677-6619.

ummit Women's Center West
believes all women.have the right to
explore their option concerning pregnancy and their own gynecological
health.
^
That belief is supported in a
caring atmosphere where women
can freely weigh those options.
Services include:
• Free pregnancy tests
• Pregnancy termination
• CT licensed medical facility
• Convenient evening hours
• GYN services
• Professional counseling
• Birth control information
Summit Women's Center West.
A place where a woman's dignity
and respect are rhaintained.

Summit Women's Center West
345 North Main Street/Bishops Corner

West Hartford, CT

523-5275
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More Sports
Six Finalists Remain For A.D.

BUI Doyle was named an All-American.

NEWs

BUREAU photo by Jon Lester

continued from page 12
very easily or asked to leave due to
poor performance. Ironically, the
fact that it is a well-run established
program makes the job tougher in
that the job's goals are subtle.
Rather than having lots of elbow
room like with a dying program, the
person must be imaginative enough
to incorporate his ideas into an existing success.

Dana Swan is the A.D. at Haverford College. In "their second year
of admitting women, the suburban
Philadelphia school has a 3:1 ratio
in an enrollment of one thousand.
Being in the Mid Atlantic Small
College Athletic Conference he said
the NESCAC "is our role model"
and was impressed with Trinity's
people and program.

The candidates have been visiting
the campus the past few weeks.
First to arrive was Bill McHenry,
A.D. at Washington and Lee
University in Virginia, an all male
school. He stated he was "committed to Division III athletics in
that there are no scholarships" and
he thought highly of NESCAC.
Next came Joe Robinson, A.D.
of Livingstone College in North
Carolina, a co-ed Division II school
of 720 students. He prefers "the
personal contact of small colleges,"
and added that "academics and
athletics work hand in hand, each
teaching you to meet challenges"
and that "all teams should share the
wealth of the program."

From Trinity, Rick Hazleton is
applying. He is the Head Track and
Assistant Football Coach and, this
semester, he is the Associate Acting
Athletic Director. Throughly indoctrinated into the NESCAC philosophy after his Ohio upbringing he
stated he would like the position,
afterall, "Why leave? We have an
outstanding staff of professionals
here." He emphasized that the program does not need change but he
would "fight for the department
and the budget" and "do whatever
is possible to keep participation
high."
The Assistant Director of
Athletics at Dartmouth College is
Alden "Whitey" Burnham. In ap-

plying Burnham said it is his goal to
make a step up, "but I would not go
just anywhere." Although Dartmouth is in Division I, being in the
Ivy League places restrictions on
their athletics so it is a very similar
program to Trinity's. He declared
"athletics is an extension of the
classroom and should espouse the
virtues of the institution." He cited
that the most important thing for
an athletic department is "balance
and equity."
The final candidate is Dennis
Keihn of Macalester College, a
school in St. Paul, Minnesota strikingly similar to Trinity in enrollment, academics and the policies of
the physical education department,
where he is A.D. He noted we have
more playing fields and more varsity sports and he is proud of "having turned around a bad situation at
Macalester."
The committee is meeting today,
and will decide if more study is
needed or if some kind of recommendation will be made for this
extremely important position.

Doyle Named
All-American
continued from page 12
DeRose and Rick Gelin. Returning
will be the seven freshman varsity
.lettermen, and one sophomore letterman, Ted Wheeler. In addition to
the returning forces the Bantams
hope to recruit other fine players,
so that they may continue to improve and remain an Intercollegiate
power house in the years ahead.

Softball Begins
Practice
by Anne Mahoney
Two weeks of indoor practices
does not a season make, and Coach
Don Miller is understandably cautious in appraising the potential of
this year's Trinity softball club.
Although it's l;oo early to predict a
season record, Miller is sure about
some of the positive signs he's seen
so far. Impressed with the enthusiasm of the women, Miller feels the
more serious attitude has led to the
best practices he has witnessed as he
begins his second year as head
coach. Assisting Miller are John
Kelly, who was assistant coach last
year, and Bill Lindquist, a Trinity
student.
Among the twenty-six players on
the club this y6ar are last year's
Most Improved Player, Weezie
Kerr, and last year's Most Valuable
<;• Player, catcher Janice Kenon, The
club is a mixture of seasoned
veterans and hopeful freshmen.
Four players who may play a crucial
role are pitchers Donna Gilbert,
Barbie Oles, Michele Sensale, and
Lisa Karas. Pitching is traditionally
one of the weaker sports on the
Trinity roster, and a consistent
performance by any one of these
four should have a positive impact
on the Bantam record.
Another key factor which should
help Trinity build a strong s6ftball
program is a schedule which includes teams like Smith, Williams,
Wesleyan and Mt. Holyoke. These
teams should provide Trinity with
more competition than the likes of
Queens and Fairfield. Still, predictions this early in the season are pure
conjecture. The Bantam's first test
will come right after the Spring
Break and the twenty-six women will
probably face as much of a challenge in playing outdoors as they
will playing against their opponent.

NEW DIRECTIONS
IN ECONOMIC POLICY.
A controversial arid dynamic forum designed
to probe the economic policies of the '80s and their
impact on the public welfare.

June 7-June 18,1982
Alfred E.Kabn
Former Chairman. CMI Aeronautic!
Board

PaulWMcOadttn
Former Chairman Council ol
Economic Advfeorj

WcMatl Hftllianu
George Mason UittwnlV

Author of Xhowleoye and PecSfonj

John Kaonstli Galbraitli
Harvard University
CPfcHaCmdl JlmlCaMO

TaleBroien
University ol Chicago

Experts agree thai the United
Stales is at historic crossroads
in terms of its economic policy.
Confidence in government
intervention, the strategy which
has dominated the economic
scene tor the past 40 years, has
clearly waned, as Reaganomics
pursues a hard-nosed course
of deregulation.
Did the old policies really
fail? Will the new ones actually .
work? These questions form the
crux of this two-week seminar
sponsored by the Department
of Economics at fee University
of Hartford's Barney School
of Business and Public
Administration.
In addition to the speakers
pictured there will also be
lectures by Bruce Bartlett
(Reaganomics), D,T, Armentano
(Antitrust and Monopoly), and
other policy analysts. Issues
such as deregulation; antitrust

policy, money and interest
rates, supply-side economics,
the gold standard, and social
security reform will be discussed.
New Directions in
Economic Policy features
small group discussion sessions
led by resident and visiting
faculty. Afternoon and evening
lectures will give attendants
the opportunity to hear and
question some of the foremost
policy analysts and critics in
the country.
Enrollment is open to qualified
undergraduate and graduate
students for six academic credits
or on an audit basis. Interested
persons should reserve
promptly, as class size is limited.
THE BARNEY SCHOOL

ERSTTY

HARTFORD

Director of Summer Programs, The University oi Hartiord
I 200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06117
' • '
(203)243-4401
.
•
Julian L Simon
Author ol The Ultimate Resource

MunorfN Rotbbant
Aulhor Dl Americas Steal
Depression

I Please send me a University of Hartlord Summertenn BuUetia
NameAddressCity-

EnioUmeri! at Dw.UnivBiSly ol Hartforct Is open lo qualified students regardless ol
race. OT«L color, sex age. slhnlc or national origin, or handicap Solus

'

- Slate -

-Zip.
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More Sports
NIAC Champs Experience Victory And More
Winning is great and losing is no fun at all. Forget the
"how the game is played" malarky, very few people believe
it anyway. Nevertheless, winning is better, and more valuable
than great, if something is gleaned for it. For the New England
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference basketball champs, the'
Trinity Women's Basketball team, out of the turmoil of a midseason slump came not only victory, but a new understanding
of themselves and the NIAC trophy.
• '

inconsistent shooting. There were other "player-to-player and
coach-to-player problems" that came out in the Williams
locker room that afternoon according to Johnson. The
amazing aspect of the meeting was not the competitive feelings
v/ithin the team, but that all the members had enough maturity

playoffs and went to Smith College as the third seed. Skidmore
| offered the first opposition but the Bants rolled through, over,
and around the New York school to advance.to the finals. In
the finals Smith became the next victim, 49-43. For Johnson
the victory over Smith meant more than a title, because the
team refused to fold under the pressure of a late Smith rally.
During the mid-season slump the squad had been unable to
weather hot runs by opponents. That Sunday afternoon the
story was different. Trinity "pushed the crowd and the
pressure aside and did not fold when they rallied," Johnson
The season started with eight straight wins. Basketball was
by Stephen K. Gellman
, said. The emotional part of the team's game was crucial
fun, and the team's confidence and potential appeared unlimited. Then, as CaDtain Terrie Johnson put it, "the teairi started "to not get defensive," says Johnson "and take and give con- towards this cool play, and it had been at Williams where it
had been solidified.
falling in little ways." Losses to Division II schools, W.P.I. structive criticism well."
and UHart, didn't seem tragic at first, but the slump conThe tangible results of the meeting were a new start for all
tinued. Finally, a loss at Williams, the fifth in eight games, team members. Practice performance earned a member a startIn a story like this, it is easy to focus on the controversial'
brought what Coach Karen Erlandson describes as "bad ing spot and in the end Johnson was replaced at point guard by aspects. It is also foolish. If one wants to read hyperLeslie Wicks. More important than lineup changes, however, competitiveness and ego clash into the Williams meeting then
doubts within the team" out into the open.
The emotions expressed surprised Erlandson. Before she was the "emotional part of the team's game was set straight," go right ahead. From this pen, however, goes a standing
ovation to the Women's Basketball team for winning the
had never felt that the players "considered playing time and said Johnson.
who replaced who in a game as important." Further, there was
One more loss occurred, but with every player playing in NIAC championship and, if not more important, for winning
resentment within the team that Johnson was starting despite every game down the stretch the Bantams made the NIAC and growing both as a team and as a group of individuals.

Tuesday Afternoon

Lacrosse Faces Tough Slate
With two successful scrimages years and should be on the up end
under its belt, flie Trinity College of the swing again this year. Last
lacrosse team now looks toward its year they put a damper on the
season, by defeating Trinity and
approaching season.
Next week they swing south to keeping them out of the postthe Sun Coast Lacrosse Tour- season tournament, On April 21,
nament in Tampa where they were the lacrosse team travels to
co-champions in 1980. In Florida, Amherst to face the Lord Jeffs.
Trinity will tentatively meet Without AU-American %eviii Ellis,
Division I stalwart Dartmouth as Amherst inay-.be a little* short of
well as Air Force and St. Lawrence. talent for-a fired-up Trinity -team.
Upon returning North, the Ban- Williams, a team that has ruined
many Trinity seasons is scheduled
tams face their toughest week of
on
April 24. Williams' coach
the season. On April l,.they square
off against Middlebury and hope to Rensey Lamb's teams have been
reverse last years runaway. It extremely well-coached and are
should be _ a ..rugged gsUBWgjvjth .'ivvell,.. drilled in _ the baste funMiddlebury returning numerous damentals.
Arch" rivals "Wesleyan come to
All-Americans including • Jeff
Thompson who decimated Trinity's Hartford on April 28. The Cardefense a year ago. Two days later dinals have been unable to post a
Bants will meet UMass' B or JV win against the Bantams in recent
team in what will also be a tough years. On May 1, Trinity hosts New
contest. The Bants should have a Haven in a contest that should be
breather when they take on Connec- full of action. New Haven was a
ticut College on April 8. This will contender in the now defunct
Division II a few years ago and
provide a much needed rest after
offers,a true challenge to a Trinity
the first two games. On Saturday
team.
April 10, the team journeys to Tufts
Trinity's final games are against
where they will face the ever tough
teams that have troubled the Bants
Jumbos, the Bantams, have been
successful against Tufts in the past in the past, Westfield State handed
and should fare welt this year. Trinity a disappointing and
frustrating loss last year as the
Trinity hosts Holy Cross 6n April
15 and later in the week| plays MIT. lacrosse team felt they'were beaten
MIT ruined the lacrosse' team's by an inferior team. This year will'
hopes for an undefeated season a also be tough as Trinity Plays at
few years ago and should provide a Westfield on their Astro-Turf. The
lively game again. With one day's transition from a natural surface is
rest Trinity will host Babson. something difficult and gives an
advantage to Westfield which
Babson has see-sawed between
plays half their games on it. The
mediocre and excellent in recent

Champs By The Numbers;

season finishes out with Springfield
at home on May 7. Springfield is
not a game to be taken .lightly and
will present the Bantams with a
challenge.
To the ardent fan, many different styles of lacrosse will also be
evident. Middlebury and UMass
play, very physical games, utilizing
their size and speed. They also
possess excellent stickwork and a
good knowledge of the game.
Williams, on the other hand; relies
on finesse, and team play. They are
usually a small team physically and
compensate by moving the ball
quickly. , ,
This year's team, wiU propabjx.be

FGAFG%
39 .487
285 .393
248 .407
107 .290
66 .364
206 .476
131 .351
237 .506
32 .188

FT •FTAFT%RB A- STL TO
2
13 .154 53 10 19 50
35 ,57 .614 96 ,107 .117. 100
29
51 .569 89 56 103 78
15
35 .429 40 ', 91 22 92
7
10 .700 33 25 20 40
18
29 .621 116- 35 , 2 7 : 70.
12
26 .462 86 15
9 46
69 105 .657 301 15 30 129
3
10 .300 45' 13 14 40

PTS
40
25ft
231
77
55
214
104
309
15

PPG
2.0
12.3 ';•
12.2
3.7
2.8
10.1
5.0
15.5
0.8 -,.

Player
P. Perkins
K. Rodgers
K. Orczyk
T. Johnson
L. Wicks
D. Priestley
K. Solcy
C. Lofgren
R. Black

FG
19
112
101
31"
24
98
46
120
6

T/Tota!s
Opponents

55"' 1351 .412 190 336 .565 859 367 • 361 645 1304 62.1
1122 53.4
457 1335 .342 208 379 .549 734

successful again this year. In
commenting on the team, Coach
Gray Mallaon said, "We ,wpl be
competitive, with everyone this

year and will not be left out of a,ny
game." Coach Mike Darr further
commented, "We're not afraid of
anybody."
,

Belcher, Cass, And Couch
Are All-Americans
The Women's Swim team closed
out a long and enormously
successful year with sterling
performances at t h e , NCAA
. National C hampionships in Boston.
Trinity's three national qualifiers,
;sophomore Martha Belcher and
freshmen 'Lulu Cass and' Laura
:Couch all finished in the top twelve
;in their respective events, and were
named All-Americans. That totals
live All-Americans in the last three
Vears for the women swimmers,
and signals a growing and exciting
program down at the Trowbridge
pool,
: ,
Martha'Belcher, a repeat AilAmerican, competed with a
painfully swollen ankle, but
managed to_ maintain her status as
one of the country's top
backstrokers. She placed seventh
in both, the 50 and 200 backstroke,
and eighth in the 100 backstroke.

This showing, coupled with her
New England championships in
these a three events, establishes'
Martha as one of Trinity's most
outstanding athletes.
'Lulu Cass, frosh flash, also
battled physical problems along
with heralded opponents. Plagued
with painful stomach cramps, Lulu
wasn't in her tip top form, but still
outquicked most of the. nations
best sprinter to finish 11th in both
the 50FS and th 200FS.
Laura Couch, Trin's dark,horse
at the championship, came up with
a strong swim, and a devastating
finish to rank 10th in t h e ' 100
breaststroke.
i
It was Trinity's best showing in a
swimming national championship,
arid the three young women are to
be congratulated for the honor
they have brought themselves and
Trinity.

. •-..*
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Kat Castle finished among the top eight squash players at the Nationals.

NEWS BUREAU photo by Ji»- u-sler
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Porter Is Second
At Nationals
For the second straight year Nina
Porter grabbed second place at the
women's squash nationals.
In reaching the finals Porter
overcame a strong challenge from
Karen Kelso of the University of
Pennsylvania in the semi-finals.
Kelso led Porter two games to one
and 14-9 in the fourth game before
Porter rallied to tie the game at 141.4.' At this point the first player to
reach 14 chooses between a single
point, three point, or five point tie
breaker. Kelso chose to let the game
ride on a single point and when she
smacked Porter's serve low the

match was even. The fifth game was
all Porter's as she rolled into the
finals.
In the finals Porter ran into a
buzz saw named AJicia McConnell,
also from Penn. The two had split
early meetings this season but in the
finals McConnell owned the court,
whipping Porter 15-7, 15-6, 15-10.
Freshman Kat Castle also finished among the top ten in the
nation, losing in the quarterfinals.
The nationals marked the end of a
very successful season for the
women's squash team, which saw
them ranked third in the nation.

Search For Athletic
Director Continues
by Dave Nagle
The search for a new athletic
director to replace retiring Karl
Kurth is down to six finalists. The
H":d working Selection Committee,
headed by Professor Drew Hyland,
had 179 resumes to screen, and narrowed the field to seven. There has
been one withdrawal, and a final
recommendation to President English and Dean DeRocco should be
forthcoming.
Due to the scope of the job, in
that it touches so many people, the
committee is large and therefore,
somewhat cumbersome. It consists
of the three faculty on the Athletic
Advisory Council: Hyland, Henry
De Phillips Jr., and Dori Katz;
three members, of the Physical
Education Staff: Chet McPhee,
Don Miller and Robin Shephard;
three administrators: Vice President
Thomas Smith, Treasurer Robert
Pedempnti and Director nf Alumni

and College Relations Jerry
Hansen; students Ward Classen and
Bruce Zawodniak; and Professor
Milla Riggio.
Looking for someone with experience in administration, especially budgetary matters, coaching and
leading coaches, advertisements
were placed in journals and announcements sent to schools. It is
not surprising then that all six are
either the Athletic Director or Asst.
A.D. at their institutions. Also
important is the candidates' understanding and commitment to the
New England Small College Athletic Conference's (NESCAC) philosophy concerning the relation of
athletics to education. Someone
from Texas A&M might not be
familiar with the term studentathlete.
In addition to running the
Physical Education Program, Intercollegiate Athletics and Intramurals the A.D. must run the

• -!>,,,
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Nina Porter, Trinity's top female squash player, finished second at the Nationals.
entire athletic center complex, make
far-reaching budget 'decisions,' and
most importantly, know how to deal
with people.
This last item seems to be the
main attribute of outgoing Karl
Kurth's thirty-one years here. "He
always seemed to be one step ahead
of what was needed" related
Hyland. He was especially adroit at

making women's athletics'an integral and viable part' 6'f the program. "He did not go too fast to get
the men angry or too slow to anger
the women;" commented Hyland,
Trinity's' positive qualities insured an adequate crop of candidates. These qualities include
Trinity's reputation, the NESCAC's

men's squash team.

'V y"<s;j/
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outlook on sports and facilities. On
the other hand, drawbacks include
the budget and salary levels (the job
can be a full professorship) and the
fact that being professors some
coaches are tenured. Therefore, they
cannot be pressured into leaving
continued on page 10

Men's Squash Ranked
Seventh In Nation
by Sandy Monaghan

C.PMI. p«l,r D.Ro«
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The 1981-82 Trinity men's squash
team finished the season with a 12-4
record. The Bantams worked hard
all season from November through
March. Although the team was
young, they were all hard working
individuals who matured into a fine
team. The highlights of the season
were winning the Trinity and Wesleyan Invitational tournaments, and
defeating Navy for the first time in
six years. The season record of
12-4 was a great improvement over
last year's record of 8-10
On March 5-7 the Bants took part
in the 49th Annual Intercollegiate
Squash Tournament, held at
Williams College. The Trinity team
finished seventh overall in the tournament. Bill Doyle lost in the quarterfinals of the A draw. Captain
Peter DeRose lost in the quarterfinals of the B draw. Doug Burbank, also in the B draw, finished in
the round of 16. In the C draw,
John Conway lost in the round of
16 and Sandy Monaghan lost in the
second round to the second seed.
Bill Doyle was elected All-American
and All-Tournament based on his
fine performance in the A draw,
finishing in the top eight in the
country. The entire team was awarded the Most Improved Team
trophy, which reflects the fine job
that Coach George Sutherland and
DeRose have done all year.
Sutherland has done a fine job

with this year's squash team. His
hard work and dedication on and
off the court have set a fine example
for all the young freshmen to
follow. Sutherland is respected in
the intercollegiate ranks, and by all
his coaching peers for his interest
in kids, and in the development of
college squash.
DeRose, two year captain, has
played his last season for Trinity.
DeRose played #4 as a freshman, #2
as a sophomore, #1 as a junior, and
ffl and #3 as a senior. His leadership
role was a main factor contributing
to this year's success. DeRose
accomplished the difficult task of
developing a group of seven, inexperienced, freshmen into a very mature
and well-disciplined, college squash
team. Winning the Most Improved
Team Award proves that DeRose's'
dedication has not gone unnoticed.
At the Intercollegiate dinner
DeRose's acceptance speech
summed up the team's feelings
about winning the award: "Squash
over the last four years has made
•Trinity most enjoyable. I worked
hard, made'friends and developed a
fine relationship with George Sutherland. For me, winning the Most
Improved Team Award means
more than being #1; it shows all the
time and effort that goes into the
development of a fine squash
team."
The Bantams will graduate
continued on page 10
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The Chapel Marks Its
Fiftieth Anniversary
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uiity Chap
by Marego Athans

Clergymen commence the Chapel Jubilee celebration during the Festal Jubilee service held on Feb. 7, 1982.

It is rare when a first time visitor to
Trinity is not stunned by the Chapel's
dignity and elegance, or when a Trinity
alumni passing by on Route 84 does not
experience a nostalgic chill or tear as the
magnificent tower comes into sight
against the skyline. But while most of us
who hurriedly pass it by every day have
come to love the chapel as an "old
friend," we are virtually unaware of its
unique history.
The Chapel, which is fifty years old
this spring is currently celebrating its
Jubilee. As many minds, hands and
talents gave their best to create the
Gothic structure fifty years ago, their
successors are now combining to revitalize it. The administrators of the
ceremony: Reverend Dr. Alan C. Tull,
Chaplain, Peter J. Knapp, archivist, and
John Rose, organist, along with many
others, hope to bring Trinity of 1982
back to Trinity of 1932 and into
awareness of the ideas, the enthusiasm,
faith and farsighted ambition of the
Chapel's creators. Rather than remin-

ding merely an old friend, the Chapel
will hopefully come to be appreciated
for the treasure that it is. The Jubilee
will take the forms of" an exhibition and
three part lecture series, coordinated by
Knapp; a series of Chapel services administered by Tull; and musical concerts
coordinated by Rose.
More than six months of hard work
have been dedicated to the exhibition,
the first part of which features original
drawings, designs and photographs of
the Chapel in various stages of its construction. The architectural firm that
designed the Chapel, Frohmah, Robb
and Little was one of the most respected
firms of its time, and also designed the
National Cathedral in Washington,
D.C., as well as more than fifty other
church structures all over the United
States. Philip Hubert Frohman himself
is believed to have been the major influence behind the firm's accomplishments, yet his name has disappeared
over the years. Knapp hopes, therefore
that the exhibition will reawaken appreciation for an artist who he calls

Walking Tour: Significant Artworks Reexamined
by Mary Ann Corderman

core faced with Indiana limestone and a represented in the panel by three figures
reinforced
concrete foundation. The who typify the scholastic achievement, are Moses and Elijah for the Old Testa"The Chapel is not just a building
workmen's
love
for the Chapel is ap- athletic ability and social activities of the ment and Saint Peter and Saint Paul for
it is an expression of man's striving
parent in the remarkable craftsmanship class. The fourth and lowest figure the New Testament.
for the spiritual perfection that is
The central feature of the Chapel is
of their work, and nowhere is this more represents the members who did not
beyond any of us."
the
high altar. As Grant explains, "the
prevalent than in the interior of the graduate. In the original design, the
;
Peter Grant
,
beauty of the altar is that it gives the apChapel.
social activities of the class were pearance of utter simplicity, even
Trinity College Chapel
A first time visitor to the Chapel
represented by an oversized martini though it is in fact richly ornamented."
Any visitor to the Trinity Chapel is
would do best to enter the Chapel from
glass, but the final design was modified On the front is carved in Latin one of the
treated with a wonderful display of
the west end, so as to observe the full so as to show a pipe instead. The lemon
verses from the 43rd Psalm, "That I
craftsmanship and a wealth of stories to
sweep of the Chapel. Immediately to the squeezer itself is represented on the
may go to the altar of God, to the God
accompany every detail. While no visitor
left of the west entrance lies the cor- finial.
of my joy and gladness." The silver altar
can see everything in the Chapel in the
nerstone, put in place more than 50
Another
example
of
Wiggins'
woodcross,
according to Grant, was designed
course of a vjsit, I will try to give as comyears ago when the'"Chapel" consisted carving achievement is the ambon,
by
Frohman
to harmonize with the
plete a tour |s:gp^ible,for4f)e;dne,tim% of* -merely raw materials scattered all
located in the center of the nave. When general architecture of the building and
visitor. I woiiid vohly hdpe that he or she
over the Quad.
it arrived, Ogilby wrote to Mather, "The specifically to rest on that spot.
will be inspired to return time after time
By passing from the west entrance to ambon has arrived and has been proWhile the altar vases are a rathd
to experience "the living quality of the
the crossing, the visitor may achieve a nounced one of the most beautiful bits
Chapel which is the result of many
most impressive view of the interior. of modern woodcarving available trivial detail in the interior of,the
hands."
From this vantage point the eye is drawn today." The top of the Old Testament Chapel, they carry with them a rather
One hundred and seventy-eight feet
to the east end of the building and the side has, in Hebrew, the opening line of amusing anecdote. The altar vases are
long and one hundred and sixty-three
main altar. The visitor will also im- the book of Genesis, "In the beginning made of Steuben glass and were never
feet tall at the tower, the Chapel is a
mediately notice that the seats for the ; God created the heaven and the earth." locked up when not in use until one day
classic example of 20th century Gothic
congregation face each other. This ar- The New Testament side has, in Greek, when a student decided to "borrow"
Revival. Spanning two centuries of arrangement follows the monastic origin the opening words of St. John"s Gospel, one and use it for his martini glass. Since
chitectural history,* the Chapel begins
of chapels in England. The reason for "In the beginning was the Word." The then, the vases are kept locked in the
with the Crypt in the Norman style of
this was to facilitate the practice of fre- triangular panels on the sides recount vault when not in use, to prevent any
11th century and ends with the Tower in
quent antiphonal readings of psalms in the story of the transmission of the further heists by the student population.
Above the altar is the Great East (Ted
the architectural style of the 14th cen- the monk's services, alternating by sides. Word. The four figures on the pedestal
continued on page A7
tury. The steep proportions of the
Undoubtedly the most unique aspect
Tower were inspired by those of
of the Chapel's interior is its carved pew
Magdalen College in Oxford, England.
ends. This is the work of the late J.
Furthermore, the tower boasts of being
Gregory Wiggins of Pomfret, Connecthe highest point in Hartford and can be ticut and is perhaps the Chapel's finest
seen clearly from both the east and west exhibit of individual workmanship. The
approaches of Interstate 84. As Peter
carvings show remarkable variety and
Grant, author of an upcoming book cm represent a potpourri of subjects —
the Trinity Chapel,, describes, "the biblical,
religious,
secular,
tower serves so eloquently to focus pur
mythological, historical, individuals and
attention on the design of the building their life stories, Trinity students, coland on the construction as well."
lege life, Hartford, Connecticut, the ,
The Chapel is constructed of a brick
tion, and other schools and colleg
Together they present an ajlencompassing vision of life in all its
•?*
diversity.
'
One of the first to be installed, the
Charter Oak pew end commemorates
Captain Joseph Wadsworth's brave act
of hiding the Connecticut Charter in
order to avoid its recall by Sir Edmund
Andros, the Royal Governor. The finial
shows the British coat of arms which appeared on the Charter, and the panel
shows Captain Wads worth stealing the
Charter and hiding it in the Charter
Oak. On the arm is Governor Andros,
knocking over his inkwell in anger over
the theft of the Charter.
The famous Lemon Squeezer, part of
an old Trinity tradition dating back to
1857* is the subject of another pew end.
The class of 1956, recipients of the
smon squeezer from 1954, is touched*'
" iS * W a r m i n s P ' r a t j o n t 0 a » «nose whose lives it has
""
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Fifty Years of Existence
"one of the great architects of the 20th
century."
In an effort to convey the nature of
Frohman's work, the second part of the
exhibition focuses on the National
Cathedral in Washington, D.C.
Frohman has a unique approach to the
Gothic Style: He did not copy it, nor did
he even recreate it in the Chapel. According to Knapp, "he created in the
Gothic style." Although he did get his
inspiration from 14th century England,
the timelessness and universality he
believed to be inherent in the style allowed him the flexibility to adapt it to our
modern culture.
The whole spirit in which the construction of the Chapel was carried out
was unique, as Frohman's enthusiasm
coincided well with donor William G.
Mather and President Remsen B.
Ogilby, who saw the project as his
"baby." Their fervor seemed to multiply and spread, and in turn inspired the
workmen to greater creativity. The im-..
portance of the human aspect of the
undertaking is difficult to word; perhaps
it is best said that it is a "living"
building, one of people, not simply an
anonymous structure. Such ideas are
what the Jubilee ceremony will hopefully convey.
Frohman's belief in the "immortality" of the Gothic style was summed
up by President Ogilby on March 6,
1930, "We are not building for next year
or for the next generation, but for all
time." When asked when the Chapel
would be finished, Ogilby would reply,
"Never." The Chapel represented people, their hard work and their faith. But
it represented Connecticut and
"American history, as well, and is forever
experiencing additions. Pew ends are
dedicated to such figures as Paul
Bunyan, George Washington, John
Paul Jones, Israel Putnam, Theodore
1
Roosevelt, Henry VIII, and Al Jacobs.
The Chapel also holds stones and pieces
from all over the world: such places as
the Great Wall of China, Runnymeade,
and Kind"Solomon's Temple.
The three part lecture series will move
from the general aspects of the Chapel's
artistry to the more particular in the interior; from structural ideas to carvings
and glass to adhial design. The series will
begin with Dr. Robert G. Irving on
March" 18th in a lecture entitled "Chapel
and College; the American Experience,"
in which he will discuss the development
of the concept of arranging collegiate
buildings in quadrangles, taking examples ; from Oxford and Cambridge
Universities in England. Dr. Irving will
then show how our structures are not
uniquely American and how they were
influenced by English models.
Dr. J. Bard McNulty will then speak
on April 15th on "Traditional Patterns
in the Glass and Carvings of the Trinity
College Chapel." He will goint out the
symbolism behind the patterns; traditional, allegorical, and medieval styles
along with biblical and literary motifs.
Peter Grant will then, conclude the
series on May 6th by focusing on the actual construction in a lecture entitled,
"Designing and Building the Trinity
College Chapel." This lecture will be
particularly interesting, as it will be held
in the Chapel itself.
Chape'l services, choir performances,
and organ concerts coordinated by Tull
and Rose will be hejd throughout the
spring. A Festal Jubilee service on
February 7th, featuring a sermon by Rt.
Rev. Arthur E. Walmsley, '48, Bishop
of Connecticut, began the series of
events. On February 26th, an organ
recital celebrated the 80th birthday of
Clarence Watters, who sat at the organ
at the Chapel's consecration back in
1932. Four of Waiters' former students

performed in the recital. A Jubilee concert, featuring arioso, with John Rose,
followed on March 6th. The ensemble
comprised, eleven strings, .two oboes,
harpsicord and organ with works by
Handel, Albinoni, Vivaldi and others.
Coming up next, on March 13th-17th,
is a series of sermons by W. Norman Pittenger, Theologian-in-Residence at
Kings College, Cambridge, England.
Pittenger will be attending various
religion classes, as well as lecturing and
giving sermons. Internationally known,
Pittenger is seen as an avant-garde of

Christianity in that he interprets religion
in terms of process philosophy in
modern science: evolution and relativity
theory. He has been associated with the
Chapel for most of its history, and is
"an old friend" of Trinity.
On April 16th, John Rose will present
an organ concert, which will feature
works by Widor, Franck, Saint Saens, and
Guilmant. A reunion for all couples who
have been married in the Chapel will
take place on April 18th, and a harpsichord recital by Robert Edward Smith
will follow on April 23rd.

Clarence Watters will perform works
by Bach, Franck, Widor, Reger, and
Dupre on April 30th. June 6th, all
alumni are welcome to a reunion service,
and on June 18th, the actual anniversary
of the consecration1," Rt: Reverend
Lyman C. Ogilby, the Bishop of Pennsylvania, and son of former President
Ogilby, will perform the sermon. The
Jubilee will culminate June 21st-25th
with a performance by the carillon congress of the Guild of Carillonneurs of
North America, a guild that originated
here at Trinity.

Chapel Jubilee Events: Spring 1982
March 4 - June 30
Exhibition: "The Trinity College
Chapel: Frohman, Robb & Little,
Architects"
Exhibition begins in the Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center, March
4-18. Opening Reception on March
6 following Arioso Concert; exhibition moves to Library, main floor,
reopening April 5 and running
through June.

March 14, 10:30 a.m. — Sermon in
Chapel
March 15, 8:00 p.m. — Lecture

Haydn, Byrd and Couperin.
Tickets: $4; students and faculty:.

March 18 8:00 pm
Lecture: Dr. Robert G. Irving,
"Chapel
and College:
The
American Experience". Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center.

April 30 8:15 pm
Trinity Organ Series
.
.
Clarence Watters, honorary college
organist. Works by Bach, Franck,
Widor, Reger, and Dupre
No admission charge.

April 15 8:00 pm
Lecture: Dr. J. Bard McNulty,
"Traditional Patterns in the Glass
and Carvings of the Trinity College
Chapel," McCook Auditorium

March 6 8:00 pm
Jubilee Concert
ARIOSO with John Rose, organist.
An ensemble of eleven strings, two
oboes, harpsichord and organ in
works by Handel, Albinoni, Vivaldi
and others. Tickets available from
Trinity College, Chapel Office,,
Hartford, CT 06106, 527-3151, Ext.
484.
.Purchased in advance: $5
Purchased at the door: $7

April 16 8:15 pm
Trinity Organ Series
John Rose, organist of the College.
Works by Widor, Franck, Saint
Saens, and Guilmant
No admission charge.

March 13-17
W. Norman Pittenger, Theologianin-residence, King's College, Cambridge, England.

April 23 8:15 pm
Harpsichord Recital
Robert Edward Smith, harpsichordist. Works by Vivaldi, Scarlatti,

April 18 4:00 pm
Wedding Reunion Service

;

The Spirit of Families

$2.

_

•

:

May 6 8:00 pm,,
Lecture: Peter Grant, "Designing
and Building the Trinity College
Chapel"
"\
June 6 11:00 am
Alumni Reunion Service

•,

June 18 7:30 pm
Anniversary Service
Sermon by the Rt. Rev. Lyman C.
Ogilby, Bishop of Pennsylvania.
June 21-25
Carillon Congress of the Guild of
Carillonneurs of .North America

Involved

An Interview With Mrs. Seymour Smith
by Joanne Matzen
During the course of the past fifty years, the Trinity Chapel
has witnessed a number of significant events in the lives of those
who, within its walls, shared their joys and sorrows. Overlooking the city, the Chapel stands today as a mighty reminder
of times past, a sanctuary for times to come, and a fnonurnent to
those who find themselves particularly adhered to Us- traditions
and associations.
>/ •
. The Tripod recently spoke with Mrs. Margaret Smith, wife of
the late Seymour Smith, a Trinity graduate and member of the
Board of Trustees until his death in 1980. The Smith family, like
several other families, has, through their spirit and dedication,
made the Chapel into more than an architectural Gothic masterpiece. Rather, the Chapel has found a place in the history of
such families and it will serve as a perpetual tribute to their
memories.
TRIPOD: To start at the beginning, when did the Smith family
begin its continuing association with Trinity's Chapel?
SMITH: Actually it began when my husband was a student at
.Trinity. He was there at the time the Chapel was being built and
he was there at the time of its dedication. Trinity meant so much
to him that when we became married, we were married by my
father in the Friendship Chapel. It seemed rather an intimate
place for the ceremony — rather simple but rather beautiful.
TRIPOD: Throughout the years, exactly what significance has
the Chapel had on your life? What events has your family shared
in the Chapel?
SMITH: Well, I was married in 1936"in the fall. Our first son,
Seymour, was baptized by Dr. Ogilby in the Friendship Chapel.
By the time our second son Malcolm was baptized, Dr. Ogilby
had died, but our daughter was baptized in the Friendship
Chapel by Jerry O'Grady, who at that time was rector of
Trinity, Chaplain of Trinity College.
Then, my oldest son was married November 12 about twelve
or fourteen years ago. Two and a half years later or so, the other
son was married there. Well, my two sons were married in the
main Chapel to two sisters whose mother and father had been
married there. So, it sort of brought two families together,
didn't it? And, my daughter also was married there perhaps
seven years ago.
I've only one grandchild, Malcolm, by our second son, and he
was baptized about a year and a half ago. Alan (Tull) performed
that ceremony.
Then, there was a memorial service for my husband. He was

cremated and his ashes were put to rest in the Friendship Chapel
for a day, a night. Then the next day he was placed in the
Memorial Garden. This was followed by a memorial service in
the Chapel. Then, we of the family thought it would be nice to
contribute the cross that is on the north wall of the Memorial
Garden. We like to call it more of a friendship garden, naturally,
than a memorial. So I think that is our contribution — pur
physical contribution to Trinity.
'
TRIPOD: What has continued to bring the Smith family back to
this particular Chapel?
SMITH: Well, ties like that. It's a beautiful place and we do enjoy the carillons in the summer.
TRIPOD: Your husband, who graduated from Trinity in 1934,
married, baptized his three children and grandchild, witnessed
the marriages of his children, and had his memorial service in
the Chapel, was also the first to will his ashes to be placed in the
Memorial Garden of the Chapel. How did this come about?
SMITH: Well, he was quite instrumental. He was on the Board
of Trustees, a life member, and he thought that that particular
section of the campus and outlying parts of the Chapel should be
used for something other than just decoration. He thought it
would be nice to have a memorial garden where ashes could be
placed of Trinity faculty and those closely related to Trinity. It
took a couple of years to get around to that but apparently it was
quite accepted. When he was sick, the last two or three days I
asked Mr. English if we could take advantage of it, even though
it had not yet been dedicated as a Friendship/Memorial Garden.
That's how it turned out.
TRIPOD: What are your earliest memories about the Chapel?
SMITH: 1 don't remember it being built because I was at collage. 1 think my earliest, and in fact my very first memory of the
Chapel was my (wedding) rehearsal. Raining! I had only been at
the Chapel once before and we got so |ost we were an hour late
for the rehearsal.
I
There was one other item which I think might be interesting in
relation to my connection with Trinity before I became a Smith.
My .father was an Episcopal clergyman studying at the General
Theological School in New York. He came from California and
couldn't afford to go back to California summers. So, he bummed around the eastern coast and was known amongst the railroad tie bummers as the only bum who never swore! One time he
happened to come to Hartford, (At that time the College was
down where the Capitol building is), and he wandered around
(where the present grounds are) and he got up there on the rocks
continued on page A8
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of Perfection: History

The principal ' architect, Philip
Frohman, summed the unique spirit of
those involved - when he wrote "to
achieve great architecture when it comes
to the design and building of a church,
an architect must have those qualifications which enable him to be a true
'master of the fabric'.>M
'
Indeed, all of those involved in the
building of the Chapel, from the donor
William Mather, to the last laborer, added to the Chapel this special spirit to
create a building like no other. Mather
single-handedly donated all of the funds
necessary to build the Chapel; the college President Remsen Ogilby added his
energy, which included bringing the
workers daily coffee. The workers added
a special spirit when they donated a window, two pew ends and free labor when
funds to complete the Chapel ran short.
The story of Trinity's third Chapel
begins as early as 1874 when a young
student whose name happened to be
William Gwinn Mather was fined $1.00
for defacing the old Chapel located on
the second floor of Seabury. Trinity's
first chapel was, of course, located on
the old campus which is presently the
site of Connecticut's Capitol building.
The actual beginning of the Chapel
did not occur however until 54 years had
passed, when in early 1928, Mather con-

sulted President Ogilby on whether to
donate a new chemistry building or a
chapel. Fifteen minutes later the Chapel
idea was born. From this point forward, the creation of the Chapel was due
to a close partnership between Ogilby,
Mather, and the soon-chosen architect
Philip Frohman. Each step of the
building process, including the design,
the materials and the workers, had to
pass through the nitpicking scrutiny of
each of these three. At the onset, Mather
and Ogilby wanted to create a "perfect"
building. Mather even said "I want to
see this building of such a character that
when you see it from any standpoint you
will love it without reserve."
The architectural firm of Frohman,
Robb, and Little was consequently
chosen to design the Chapel because
they too approached the project with
this same dedication to create a perfect
building. When Frohman wrote, "it is
absolutely essential that (the architect)
put into every portion of the design and
execution of his work a sufficient
measure of his own faith and life," he
was awarded the project. No
preliminary design was ever proposed.
It was assumed from the start that the
building would be of Gothic design. As
he did when he designed the National
Cathedral in Washington, Frohman
took from each period of English church
a r c h i t e c t u r e its most a d m i r e d
characteristics for his design of the
Chapel. Hence, the Chapel Crypt is 11th
century Norman, the body 13th century
English Gothic, while the tower design
was inspired from the 14th century
Tower of Magdelen College at Oxford.
Yet many of those who study Frohman
architecture say he was able to add a
little more. As-Trinity Archivist Peter
Knapp writes, "his genius lay in
avoiding antiquarian repitition and
employing the spirit of Gothic in a
modern and creative fashion."
While Frohman and his associates
worked on the design, Ogilby and
Mather toiled over the questions of location and building material. An initial
idea, proposed by Trinity's architect
Howard Greenly, was to locate the
Chapel on what is now the Quad, facing
Northam Towers. Harry Little, of
Frohman, Robb, and Little, probably
influenced by William Burges' four
quad plan of the entire college, suggested anothex location, due east of
Williams Memorial, Knapp hypothesizes. After positive test borings on the
ground at this later site, Little's suggestion won out.
The building material became an issue
when the trustees felt the Chapel should
be built of the same brownstone used in'
the rest of Trinity's buildings. When it
was learned that its high cost and unsuitability for the delicate tracing near
the windows, the brownstone was rendered unsatisfactory. Through-the advice of Mather and Ogilby, the contractor R.G. Bent, bought "Rustic Bluff"

E. Donald Robb

Harry B. LMIe

A view of the altar and the East Window before the pews were installed.
by Martha Townes
"We are not building for next year or
for the next generation but for all time. "
— Remsen B. Ogilby
"Trinity Chapel we have welcomed as
a very unusual opportunity for the embodiment in stone of a greater variety of
harmonious thoughts than one is apt to
find expressed in modern buildings."
— Philip H. Frohman
The Trinity College Chapel:..What images and feelings do these words instill?
We could say firstly that it is a shrine
for the worship of God, located on the
campus of Trinity College, Hartford
Connecticut, We could continue saying
that it is a structure consecrated June 18,
1932i which has a tower 163 feet high, is
178 feet 9 inches in length by" 110 feet at
its greatest width, and contains 5,460
tons of concrete below 1,846,000. individually placed bricks.
-To limit an exploration of the Chapel
to these empty facts, however, would be
to overlook a significant aspect of the
building which gives it a-particularly
special meaning. Enshrined in our
chapel on top of the hill are not only
bricksand concrete, but a spirit and a
love for a building similar to the stories
one hears of the dedication of medieval
church-builders.

Philip H. Frohman

William Gwinn Mather
limestone from quarries located in
Bloomington, Indiana. Coincidentally,
this is also the location where limestone
was bought for the National Cathedral.
Ground was finally broken for the
Chapel in November, 1929. The selection of workers to complete the actual
building was also a careful process. "I
want to have working on the Chapel
men who will love to work and love to
see beauty blossom under their hands,"
Ogilby wrote. Initially work progressed
more quickly than expected. The cornerstone was blessed and laid on June
15, 1930, two years and three days
before the consecration. A copper box
was placed in the stone which contained
10 silver dimes coined-in 1930 and the
names of all the architects and workmen
employed for the building of the Chapel.
By the spring of 1931, the Crypt was
completed and the choir and tower walls
were taking form. At this time, Ogilby
initiated a weekly service for the Chapel
workers in the completed Crypt. This
started a tradition which continued even
after the Chapel was built, when the
members of the Chapel Builders Alumni
Association returned annually for an inspection, and a service to remember
deceased co-workers until all of them
died.
»
In January 1932, however, the Chapel
situation did not appear as optimistic.
The Depression had practically depleted
all of Mather's money which was mostly
tied to the steel industry. A $100,000
mortgage of College property to Aetna
Life Insurance, the donation of labor by
the workers, and minimal donations by
friends of Mather saved construction
from arriving at a complete halt. Despite
the lack of funds, Frohman continued to
strive for perfection in his design, and
often was not able to produce drawings
as fast as the quarry could cut the stone. ^
Construction was drawn out, and relations became strained.
Meanwhile, Earl Sanborn continued
to complete his design of the windows.
He is responsible for all of the Chapel
windows, except two, which were .done
by Rowan Le Compte. Like Mather'an'd
Ogilby, Sanborn was very dedicated to
the Chapel, which is exemplified by the
fact that his ashes are kept in the Crypt
along the West wall. Le Compte completed his first window for the Chapel
at the age of seventeen because he was
able to convince Ogilby to let him attempt design. Le Compte is also responsible today for the Rose Window of the
National Cathedral.
Luckily, Mather was able to regain his
fortunes in time, and everyone was
repaid. Hence, finally, through the faith
of «all those involved, the Chapel was
consecrated on June 18, 1932 and services begun. The ceremony consisted of
a farewell service in the old Chapel, a
procession bearing the sacred ornaments
to the new Chapel, and a simultaneous
blessing of each area of the Chapel by
continued on page A7
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of Spirit and Dedication

Remsen B. Ogilby
continued from page A6
five college associated groups who at last
proceeded to the main area for a
finale service.
The final stone was not laid until
November 25, 1932. Beneath it lies the
identification disk of worker Martin
Horan who died while setting glass in a
tower window, and the names of all the
men Who were employed for the Chapel.
The construction of the Chapel did
not finish in 1932; work on the building
has been a continuous process unto this
day. Sixty-six pew ends, carved by
Gregory Wiggins, have since been added
to the interior. Upon the death of Wiggins in 1956, art professor John Taylor
designed the last 12 pew ends. The last
pew end was not completed until 1968.
When each of the Chapel builders

died, their names were carved into the
stone along the South Wall, and a
memorial garden for the ashes of Trinity
associates were recently established.
However, there are still uncarved blocks
of stone, scattered throughout the
Chapel area which await a sculptor.
Clearly, the construction "will never
end," as Ogilby was fond of saying.
More importantly, the Chapel will be
immortalized through the people whose
lives it has touched. A Chapel is a place
where people go during significant
events in their lives, whether the event is
a baptism, a marriage or a death.
Last year there were 19 weddings held
there, in addition to numerous baptisms
and memorial services. Then, there are
families who have held ceremonies in the
Chapel through several generations. For
example, Seymour Smith graduated in
the Chapel, was married there, as were
his three children, his first grandchild
was baptized there, and his ashes were
the first to be placed in the Chapel
Memorial Garden. Professor E. Finlay
Whittlesey of the Math department has
also celebrated several ceremonies in the
Chapel. He attends regular services
there, he was married there, and his
three children were baptized there.
These are only two examples, however, of the life which is embodied in our
Chapel. First, there is the initial spirit
embedded by Mather, Frohman, Ogilby
and the Chapel workers. Then, there is
the life instilled there by the cross section
of people who celebrate the grand weddings, the informal weddings, the birth
of a human life, graduations, the birth
of Christ, music, and even the Fiftieth

The Reverend W. Blair Roberts biesses the Cornerstone when it was laid on June 15,
1930.
Anniversary of the Chapel itself. The consciously admire it as we walk by, it is
families of alumni, faculty and even the a building which cannot help to make an
Chapel workers, who have continuously impact on our life at Trinity.
returned to celebrate there, also add to '
this special spirit of the Chapel. Finally,
This spring the time has arrived to pay
we, as students, faculty, and administra- tribute to this important Trinity landtion spend a great deal of our time in the mark of fifty years. Together, we are
shadow of this omnipresent landmark celebrating a Chapel, a story of the
and thus give a certain amount of our unusual spirit of those who built it, and
own spirit to the Chapel. Whether we ac- yes, a little of our own life here at
tually take the time to go inside, or sub- Trinity.

Talent And Folklore Characterize Chapel Artwork
continued from page A2

Deum) Window. At Ogilby's suggestion,
Earl Sanborn, designer of all but two of
the Chapel's stained glass windows,
designed a Te Deum Window. Grant
described this as " a complex tapestry
woven in glass depicting the glorious
company of the faithful gathered in
adoration of the Savior. The composition, although crowded, is clearly
dominated by the figure of Christ in the
central lancet. According to Grant,
nothing in the Chapel was^as carefully
and painstakingly designed and crafted
as this figure. In a letter to Mather dated
May 22, 1931, Ogilby wrote, "As far as
the face of Christ is concerned, I want to
have the eyes of every student drawn to
this figure every time he enters the
Chapel. I want the eyes of the Master to :
pass judgement upon his inmost
thoughts." In this window can also be
found Bishop Brownell, founder and
first president of the College (in the
lower part of the central panel) and
Bishop Seabury, first bishop of America
Jhe right of the central group, along
ISaintPaul).
The pulpit is designed in the linen fold:
pattern, s u § ^ ^ ^ | g h t have been used in

The .misericord dedicated to the talents
of its artist J. Gregory Wiggins.
England in the 15th century. According
to Grant, the smooth repetitive texture
was employed so as not to compete with
either the "vigor" of the pew and
kneeler ends or the dramatic woodwork
in the chancel and sanctuary.
The chancel and sanctuary woodwork
represents what is probably the height of
Wiggins' career. As Grant points out,
"in spirit and execution this work is very
different from the pew and kneeler
ends." In the friezes on both sidesof the
chancel, Wiggins is celebratingthe great
pilgrimages and processions'of biblical
and post-biblical times. The right hand
side depicts scenes from biblical times,
such as the story of the Nativity, th.e procession into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday,
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ABOVE: A section of the old campus which was located on Washington Street at
the site of the current Capitol building. The building on the left is the original
Seabury Chapel.

Christ staggering1 under the weight of the
Cross, and the Resurrection. On the left •
hand the frieze illustrates processions of
post-biblical times, concentrating on
pilgrimages to chapels, churches and
shrines. It begins with Galahad and his
quest for the Holy Grail and ends with a
group of Trinity alumni returning to the
Chapel. Grant recounts that when the
frieze was carved in 1937, this final segment was intended to bring the theme of
processions into the present. The
absence of female graduates, however,
now dates it as being in the historic past.
The panels below the frieze form a
bestiary, a popular form of medieval art
that also served as a source of religious
instructipn. Bestiaries were stories and
pictures of real and imagined animals
that were meant to convey a moral
lesson. The mermaid, for example, is
one of these "beasts" that can be found
in the bestiary. According to legend,
many people are like the mermaid,
" t h e i r lips speak fair, but their black
deeds destroy the soul."
According to Grant, this bestiary
depicts a more complete assemblage of
animals that can be found in any other
church, chapel or cathedral. Furthermore, "the imaginative way in which
Wiggins worked his materials makes the
woodwork appear to have grown right
out of the walls," noted Grant.
On either side are the misericord seats.
A medieval invention, these were hinged
to provide seating during the lesson
readings and when raised, support during the long periods of kneeling or standing. Because the rear portion of a person's anatomy was supported by the
misericord, the carved serenes depicted
on these seats in the old cathedrals were
always secular in their orientation. In
keeping with this medieval tradition, the
misericord carvings in Trinity's Chapel
are concerned with the "events of the
day" and are only occassionally
allegorical. Some of the "events of the

day'' that are represented here include: a
"typical" professor, a'motorist of the
'20's, the GOP elephant, Ihe campus
dog, a "shoelace Catch" by a football
player, a wise owl, the college janitor
with his ke,ys;and tools, a college squirrel, and Father Time. The seat nearest
the pulpit is a tribute to Wiggins' diverse
talents.
One final feature of the sanctuary
should be noted. The ashes of President
Ogilby are buried under a slab in the,
floor, to the right of the altar.
The banners hanging in the Chapel are
a relatively new addition. Over the
years, Trinity students have made these
banners, chosing their own symbols and
verses for the works.
The Rose Window at the west end of
the Chapel is a first-rate example of the
exquisite craftsmanship Sanborn exhibited in creating the stained glass for
the Chapel. From a deep blue in the
morning to a brilliant red and gold in the
afternoon and early evening, the
transformation of color in this window
is truly remarkable. Traditionally the
Western Rose Window in European
continued on page A8
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Family Remembers Chapel's Generations
continued from page A3
and looked over to admire the view. Some thirty odd years later — it must have been
longer than that — he stood there with me, and he said, "You know, Margaret, I've
been here before." And that's when he told me that he had been there and admired the
view. Now here he was marrying his youngest child on virtually the same spot. I think
that's kind of an interesting tale.
TRIPOD: You mentioned that you had been in contact with Dr. Ogilby who was
president of the College at the time the Chapel was built. What were your perceptions
of him?
' •
SMITH: Well, he was quite an interesting man but I didn't know him very we'll. I do

Mrs. Seymour-Smith

remember he used to conduct a number of services with his great heavy bouts on. A little more radical in his conducting of services than was conventional. I think he was a
, little ahead of his time on that. Apparently very, very popular. My husband babysat
for his son who is now a bishop. We're kind of related all the way to Trinity.
TRIPOD: What are some of your feelings about the Chapel?
SMITH: I don't really know. I love it. I think it's a quiet place. I think it has an exceptional beauty, an exceptional, I suppose you could call it, a sentimentality in that it also
conducts services for the workmen each year. A memorial service for the workmen who
passed on. I just think it's— quite a place.
TRIPOD: Has your family influenced the Chapel for future generations?
SMITH: I think that probably Seymour has left his mark, with what he has done with
the board of Trustees. And I think our family having dedicated the cross to him and to
the College might be something for posterity. Alsp the final acceptance of that particular piece of land becoming a memorial garden. It will never look like one. There
will never be any markers. It will be nicely landscaped. Supposedly this spring they're
going to do some landscaping around the edges. But, it will never look like anything
except what it is — just a lovely piece of land next to the Chapel.
TRIPOD: Do you know of others who have been similarly touched by the Chapel?
SMITH: Oh, I think almost everyone, anyway in his class. (I knew them more than I
knew the others.) Oh yes, I think a great many people are touched by it.
TRIPOD: Do you expect the Smith family tradition to continue?
SMITH: I would think so because they (the children) feel very strongly that this is a
root that belongs to all of us. I think very much so. They go as often as possible to the
carillons and we've gone to the special Christmas services that they have held over the
years. Yes, I think they feel a great tie.

Chapel Details Exquisite to First Time Visitors
continued from page A7
cathedrals was dedicated to the Virgin
Mary. In keeping with the protestant
nature of the Trinity Chapel, this tradition was modified and the window is
dedicated to the mothers of Trinity men.'
The design is 13th century in feeling,Grant remarks, and is "a Jewel of glass
without much pictorial representation."
The center portrays the Blessed Virgin
and her Child while the outer circles exhibit angels and various symbols of the
Holy Mother.
Below the beautiful rose window is the
organ, built by the Hartford-based
Austin Organ Company and given in
memory of Newton Brainard. Brainard
was a trusfee of Trinity College for more
than 40 years and was one of Hartford's
leading mayors. The organ has three
manuels, sixty-five stops and 4,720
pipes, all located in the nave beneath the
Rose Window. According to Grant,
these pipes range from 32 feet long and
two feet square, to the size of a pencil.
The casework to enclose the pipes has
been designed, but has not yet been constructed. The organ can best be described as Neo-Classical and exhibits a unique tonal design that is the work of
Clarence Watters, professor emeritus
and honorary college organist.
The small lancet window just outside
the Friendship Chapel and the window
in memory of Dr. Ogilby in that Chapel
are the only two windows that were not
executed by Sanborn. They are the work
of Rowan LeCompte who, at age seven-

The Chapel Crypt, where the workmen held weekly services.
teen was unknown in the stain glass
trade at that time and asked Dr. Ogilby
if he could design a practice window for
the chapel. Ogilby allowed LeCompte to
submit a design, and today Trinity can
boast of having what are probably the
first works of LeCompte, who later went
on to do a great deal of work at the National Cathedral in Washington, including the famous Western Rose Window.
To the'north of the organ is the
Chapel of Perfect Friendship, used today primarily for small weddings and
funerals. The wrought iron screen
separating this Chapel from the main
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Beneath the sanctuary lies the Crypt
Chapel, referred to by Grant as "The

The Cloister was the last part of the
Chapel to be worked on. In the center
bay of the south cloister are the names
and dates of deceased Chapel workmen
and in the other bays are a variety of
special stones. The south cloister is not
yet complete, however, because as the
visitor will notice, there are some stones
protruding from the bays that are not
yet carved. This is a clear example of
what President Ogilby referred to when
he responded to the frequently asked
question, when will the Chapel be finished, by saying, "Never!"
In keeping with President Ogilby's
belief that the Chapel would never be
finished, no visitor to the Chapel can attempt to catch every detail of this
magnificent building. The most one can
.hope to do is to frequently visit the
Chapel and try to capture in his or her
heart the spirit of the Chapel, a spirit
that will never die.
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Chapel was given by Keith Funsten, 13th
president of the College, in memory of
his mother. Flags representing the
various fraternities at Trinity hang from
the walls of the chapel while, the side
windows illustrate the ideal of friendship
as exhibited in classical, biblical and
modern time. The window above the
altar is the Last Supper Window. This
window is unique, however, because it
gives the viewer a different perspective
than is commonly used when illustrating
this scene. The viewer is behind Christ
and the table with the Apostles stretches
into the background on both sides, Peter
being on the right and John on the left.
As Grant describes, "We alone, as
viewers, share with Christ his vision of
himself on the Cross." The altar, intended to be temporary, was built by the
Chapel workmen from artificial stone.
The altar cross is from the old chapel in
Seabury as are the pews.

spiritual heart of the building." It was
here that Ogilby first held his weekly services for the Chapel builders. This
weekly tradition later evolved into an
annual meeting of the Chapel Builders
Alumni Association as long as its
members were living. In a letter to
Frohman dated September 15, 1932,
Ogilby wrote, "the workmen have been
very fine in making their contribution to
enable us to go ahead. Their love for the
Chapel is one of the finest sides of
human nature I have ever met." As an
expression of this tremendous devotion
to the Chapel, these man gave a window
on the right side of the Crypt Chapel. In
the window are depicted the faces of
some of the Chapel builders, reproduced
from actual photographs. The last gift
of the Chapel Builders Alumni Association was the communion rail in the
Crypt, given in 1959. Finally, the ashes
of Earl Sanborn are buried under a slab
in the Crypt below the architect's window.
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Special Thanks to William Churchill, Peter Knapp, Reverend Alan
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From this angle, the Rose Window appears to be resting on ihe organ below.

